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Bonkers Doom Open Admissions, Threaten Campus Closures 

For a NYC 
General Strike 
Against 
Cutbacks, Layoffs! 

Seize the Campuses! 
NEW YORK CITY, November 25-The 
administration of the City University 
of New York (CUNY) has just thrown 
upon the chopping block its no-tuition/ 
open admissions policy-which enables 
tens of thousands of black, Puerto 
Rican and other working-class youth 
every year to gain access to higher 
education. After weeks of a bureau
cratic tug-of-war between proponents 
of various schemes for implementing 
the $151 million in CUNY cutbacks, the 
Board of Higher Education (BHE) yes
terday authorized CUNY Chancellor 
Robert Kibbee to draw up admission 
requirements for all 18 campuses in 
the CUNY system. 

proposed ad m iss ion requirements 
(reading proficiency and mathematical 
skills) will eliminate open admissions 
and will cut back by an anticipated 20 
percent CUNY enrollment, which now 
stands at 275,000. These requirements 
are aimed directly at minority youth, 
who are the victims of the inferior 
ghetto schools. 

At the same session the BHE re
portedly came out in favor of four 
other austerity mea sur e s, includ
ing cancellation of the midterm ad
mission of an expected 10,000 entrants; 
an involuntary four-week payless "fur
lough" for faculty; an across-the-board 
$9 million cut of individual college 
budgets; and early collection of sum-
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As part of the "Kibbee Plan," the continued on page 6 Waf I Street demonstration hits cutbacks, November 17. 

California Demonstrations Demand: 

Stop CIAINSA Recruitment on Campusl 
NOVEMBER 25-0ver the past several weeks stu
dents on campuses of the University of California 
(UC) have turned out by the hundreds for picket 
lines, marches and rallies to demonstrate against 
on-campus recruiting by the Central Intelligence 
Agency and the National Security Agency (NSA). 
First at UCLA on November 10, then at UC Berkeley 
on November 13 and 17, and today at UC San Diego, 
hundreds and hundreds of students are protesting 
CIA/NSA recruiting on campus. The demonstrations 
occur at a time when the CIA no longer denies 
involvement in domestic witchhunting and grisly 
assassination plots. At UCLA and UC Berkeley the 
SYL has been in the thick of the struggle, militantly 
raising Our demands: DRIVE THE CIA/NSA OFF 
CAMPUS! ABOLISH THE CIA/NSA! 

The protests were sparked by recent disclosures 
detailing UC collaboration with the CIA/NSA in its 
renewed "affirmative action" recruitment drive to 
attract minorities and women. On October 22 the 
UCLA Daily Bruin first blew the whistle by reporting 
that UC and 22 other universities were sending 
representatives to a surreptitious conference to be 
held on October 23-24 at CIA headquarters in Langley, 
Virginia. 

Hesitant to raise their ugly heads On campus, the 
CIA/NSA spies and assassins hope to conduct their 
recruiting as much as possible through faculty and 
administration intermediaries. Only days after the 
CIA-sponsored parley, NSA ads suddenly began to 
appear in UC campus newspapers. 

An intelligence arm of the U.S. Defense Depart
m ent, the NSA officially is responsible for developing 
and deciphering codes. While operating the largest 
computer network in the world and employing thou
sands of translators, the NSA actually devotes the 
smallest fraction of its vast resources to cryptology 
operations. 

In an SYL Fact Sheet distributed the day after 
the NSA ads appeared, we documented the scope 
of NSA resources and sinister activities: 
• The NSA provides 80 percent of all "valid" U.So 

intelligence. 
• The NSA is larger than the CIA: it employs 120,000 

persons, only 15,000 within the U.S.; the CIA 
employs perhaps 12,000 worldwide. 

• The NSA budget is upwards of $10 billion a year, 
nearly one-tenth of the entire defense budget and 
perhaps twenty times the size of the CIA budget. 

• The NSA is even more secretive than the CIA; the 
presidential directive which created the NSA in 
1952 is still secret; its charter is totally secret; 
its budget is totally secret, disguised as part of the 
Defense Department budget. The NSA is completely 
exempt from the Freedom of Information Act, which 
has been used to pry documents from the FBI and 
the CIA. 

• It was NSA airborne operators who were respon
sible for the murder of Che Guevara in the Bolivian 
mountains in 1967. 

• The first American killed in the Vietnam war was 
an NSA agent. 

• The U.S.S. Turner Joy and the U.S.S. Maddox, the 
two U.S. destroyers that invaded North Vietnamese 
waters in the Gulf of Tonkin in 1964, were on NSA 
assignment. The U.S.S. Pueblo, which invaded 
the coastline of North Korea in 1968, was likewise 
working for the NSA. 

• The NSA was working closely with the CIA and ITT 
in the spying on Cuba which prepared the counter
revolutionary Bay of Pigs invasion. 

• In Indochina the NSA was in charge of IGLOO 
WHITE, a Significant part of the massive Electron
ic Battlefield program. 

• The NSA has monitored the overseas phone calls 
and cables of nearly 8,000 organizations. 

The largest, most clandestine, best-financed spy 
agency in the world, the NSA wields awesome power 
in the service of the most rapacious imperialist 
power. The NSA clearly functions not only to main
tain Cold War "vigilance" and to pursue anti
communist subversion but also to protect U.S. 
imperialism's "sphere of influence" from rival 
imperialist powers. Thus, the NSA ads emphasized 
the top priority aSE'igned to RUSSian and Japanese 
language capacity. 

At UCLA the November 10 demonstration was 
built by the Committee to End University Complicity 
with the CIA, which has raised the demands that all 
complicity with the CIA be terminated and all UC
CIA correspondence be published. The UCLA Com
mittee includes the SYL, the Young Socialist Alliance 

jYSA), the campus supporters of Tom Hayden's 
senatorial campaign and organizationally unaffiliated 
students. 

As a follow-up to the demonstration, the UCLA 
Committee on November 21 held a teach-in on the 
CIA/NSA. The opening seSSion, sponsored by the 
Tom Hayden for Senate campaign and the Committee 
for a Democratic Foreign Policy, drew over 400 
people to hear Victor Marchetti, author of the best
seller, The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence, and 
journalist Fred Branfman, both of whom advocated 
the "abolition" of the CIA, while Simultaneously 
calling for a reformed spy agency limited to "in
telligence gathering. n 

Following the featured speakers, a panel discus
sion was held. The SYL spokesman took Marchetti 
and demagogic Democrat Hayden to task for spread
ing the liberal illusion that U.S. imperialism would 
relinquish from its arsenal such a powerful weapon 
as the CIA/NSA. He argued that the CIA/NSA/FBI, 
an indispensible pillar of the imperialist state, can-

continued on page 8 
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Schlesinger 
Sacking 

Upsets Maoists 
Rocket-rattling Pentagon boss James Schlesinger, 

the most bellicose opponent of U.S. - USSR "de
tente," has long been the darling of the Chinese 
Maoist leadership, whose foreign policy in recent 
years increasingly has been directed against so
called "Soviet social-imperialism." But last month 
Gerald Ford, evidently preparing for a presidential 
re-election campaign spotlighting "detente," abruptly 
reshuffled his cabinet and unceremoniously dumped 
the recalcitrant Defense Secretary Schlesinger. 

Only days later the Chinese regime released 
through its official Hsinhua news agency an unpre
cedented, lengthy statement critiCizing the sacking 
of Schlesinger as a concession to the Soviet Union 
and as a dangerous weakening of U.S. imperialist 
forces! Favorably quoting jingOist Senator Henry 
Jackson, this Maoist mouthpiece mourned the ouster. 
of Schlesinger as "a loss to the nation in the 
pursuit' of a prudent defense and foreign policy" 
(quoted in New York Times, 9 November). 

While Brezhnev and Co. treacherously woo alleg
edly "prO-detente" U.S. imperialist pOliticians, the 
Chinese Stalinists have solidarized with hard-line 
gunboat diplomats like Henry Jackson and cold 
warriors such as Schlesinger. Although incessantly 
denouncing the allegedly "fascist" USSR, the Chinese 
have consistently refrained from calling for a 
rev 0 1 uti 0 n in t his country. For American 
Maoists a consistent application of this Chinese 
line can only lead to backhanded support for Henry 
Jackson and Barry Goldwater! The Maoist bureau
crats ruling over and against the Chinese workers, 
no less than the Stalinist jackals entrenched in 
MOSCOW, are willing to shamelessly betray revolu
tionary internationalism for their anti-revolutionary 
and ultimately utopian goal of "peaceful coexistence" 
with imperialism. 

not, finds itself at the receiving end" and anxiously 
warned about "weak links in the U oS. and NATO 
defense line in EUl'ope." Citing' a report to Congress 
by Schlesinger, this artiele svmpathetically reported 
that "the United States has in the past few years 
beefed up its nuelear strength and paid special 
attention to developing its conventional forces in 
Europe. " 

In just one recent issue of [{s/lflll(] lJippkly 
(3 November), for example, the Maoists lauded 
U.S. capitalist politicians opposed to defense cuts, 
backed a NATO resolution to "strengthen NATO's 
military forces" and called for a more ag'gressive 
West German militarism: 

"In the face of this situation l Russian military 
build-up J, many countries in West Europe have em
phasized the need to strengthen their unity and the 
defense capabilities of their respective countries. 
T he Government of the Federal Republic of Ge rmany, 
too, has made its efforts to promote West Europe 
unity and has advocated strengthening 'onc's own 
will in defensc' to cope with superpower menace." 

Such "strengthening 'one's own will in defense'" 
for the bourgeoisie signals nothing less than its 
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represented by the non-capitalist property founda
tions and social base of the Russian state. This 
treacherous bloc with imperialism against the USSR 
is no less fatal for a defense of the Chinese cieformed 
workers state: a defeat of the USSR would certainly 
be followed by imperialist aggression against China. 

Divided by conflicting nationalist interests rooted 
in their commitment to "building socialism in one 
I their own I country," the Stalinist bureaucracies 
misruling from Moscow and Peking are the real 
IT splitters and wreckers" of international proletarian 
solidarity. Today, as Brezlmev waltzes Ford at 
Helsinki and Mao thumps war drums for NATO, only 
the Trotskyist program, upheld by the international 
Spa r t a cis t tendency, unceaSingly calls for inter
natiollal commtnls[ unity aga;nst imperialism. The 
greatest obstacles to a real united front against 
imperialism are the Stalinist bureaucracies. 

The counterrevolutionary Russian bureaucracy, 
no less than its Chinese counterpart, must be 
s mashed. But the Stalinist usurpers misruling in 
the Sino-Soviet states must be removed not by 
im)erialist conquest restoring capitalism but by a 
workers political revolution struggling for the estab-
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Before Nixon inaugurated the 1971 U.S.-China 
"rapprochement," the Peking bureaucracy branded 
NATO an "aggressive bloc which is an enslaving 
tool in the hands of the United States of America"; 
in deeds, however, the Chinese willingly capitulated 
to imperialism, notably by refusing to· supply the 
then-struggling Indochinese insurgent forces with 
adequate military aid. Once the aging Mao/Chou 
leadership negotiated its "united front" with U.S. 
imperialism against their "number one enemy" 
RUSSia, the Chinese Stalinists increasingly became 
the number-one foreign drummer boy for NATO 
and Schlesinger. 

Ma,). Schlesinger atop a NATO tank reviewing troops. 

Last spring Schlesinger submitted a report to 
Congress advocating a "NATO first use of theatre 
nuclear forces" in the event of any Russian-backed 
"aggression" in Europe (New York Times, 30 May). 
Peking responded by stressing to Belgian Prime 
Minister Tindemans (t hen visiting China) that 
Schlesinger's "nuke-'em" tirade represented "a 
good view of the world" (quoted in Christian Science 
Monitor, 24 April)! 

Then last summer after the U.S.-USSR Helsinki 
summit meeting, Peking Review (8 August) bemoaned 
that "the Soviet Union generally is on the offensive 
while its rival, the United States, more often than 

ominous . pre par a t ion for renewed imperialist 
war. Thus, even the bourgeois l.ondon Eronomist 
(8 November) has been taken aback: "China is the 
world's most consistent advocate of German reuni
fication and West European integration." The West 
German imperialists have long raised the "reunifi
cation of Germany" as their battle cry; behind such 
nationalist chauvinism seethes the rapacious appetite 
for imperialist conquest, in particula.r a 
counterrevolutionary attack a g a ins t the Soviet 
bloc. As Lenin warned in 1915, bourgeois govern- . 
ments seek "European unity" and alliances "only 
for the purpose of jointly suppressing socialism in 
Europe, of jointly protecting colonial booty agai''!sf 
Japan and America" (Collected Works, Vol. 21). 
The Chinese line calling for stronger European 
capitalist armament is despicable vicarious mili
tarism and social chauvinism. Unlike the imperial
ists and Stalinist bureaucracies, revolutionaries 
call for the .'-?I!olutionary reunifica{iJI! of divided 
Germany. 

By encouraging belligerent military confrontation 
with the USSR, the Chinese bureaucracy criminally 
endangers the colossal revolutionary con que s t s 

Kent Rally Supports Philip Allen Defense 
On November 13 a forum was held at Kent State 

University in support of the defense of Philip 
Allen. A student at Los Angeles Community Col
lege (LACC), Allen has been convicted of volun
tary manslaughter and two counts of assault with 
a deadly weapon on a cop and given the maximum 
sentence of five years-to-life on one of the assault 
counts. Allen is clearly the victim of a vicious 
racist frame-up: the 5' 3" youth is alleged to have 
disarmed a six-foot cop and then shot three others, 
all while receiving a savage beating from at 
least four deputy sheriffs. On October 1 Allen 
spoke in his own defense at an LACC rally. The 
next day, when he was sentenced, Allen was grant
ed bail; but later the judge, upon learning of Allen's 
speech, revoked bail. For reaffirming his inno
cence, Allen now is in jail! 

The Kent State forum was proposed by the 
Spartacus youth League and endorsed by the 
American Indian Rights Association, Black United 
Students, PrOfessor Norm Fisher, the Kent Gay 
Liberation Front, the Kent Women's Action Col
lective, Willie Robinson, and the Partisan Defense 
Committee (an anti-sectarian defense organiza-
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tion whose Class-struggle pOlicies are in accord
ance with the political views of the Spartacist 
League). Speakers at the forum included repre
sentatives of the PDC and SYL. 

A defense meeting was held earlier the same 
day at Cleveland State University. The PDC col
lected funds at both events for the Allen defense. 
FREE PHILIP ALLEN NOW! 

UShment of workers democracy through soviets 
based on the existing collectivized property relations. 
The foreign policy of "peaceful coexistence" can 
only endanger the defense and sabotage the extension 
of the revolutionary gains embodied in the de
generated workers states by betraying the anti
capitalist struggles of the oppressed. Only interna
tional proletarian solidarity can effectively combat 
imperialist threats. Only the socialist revolution 
can eliminate forever the holocaust of imperialist 
war. 

-All U.S. troops and bases out of Europe--Sm3.sh 
NATO! 

-Soviet nuclear shield must cover all the deformed 
workers states! 

--For the unconditional defense of the USSR, China 
and all other deformed workers states from 
imperialist attack and capitalist restoration! 

--For workers political revolutions to oust the 
Stalinist bureaucracies and to forge international 
communist unity against imperialism! 

--Extend the revolutionary gains - For international 
socialist revolution! 

/-~ 
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UN Den of Thieves 
"Debates" Zionism , , 

Political Prisoners 
Mter a hotly debated resolution 

branding Zionism as a "form of racism 
and racial discrimination" was passed 
in the United Nations on November 10, 
the pro-Israel delegates puffed up in 
paroxysms of histrionic indignation. 
Always bellowing about a "tyranny of 
the majority" in the UN whenever the 
tables are turned on the U.S., top-dog 
diplomat Daniel Moynihan, whose,policy 
toward racial discrimination in this 
country is a notorious "benign neglect," 
declared that the U.S. government "does 
not acknowledge, it will not abide by, 
it will never acquiesce in this infamous 
act" (New YOl'k Times, 11 November). 
Henry Kissinger even suggested that the 
UN had exhausted its allegedly lofty 
mission: a not-so-veiled reminder to 
the so-called "emerging Third World/ 
Communist majority" that the UN will 
serve U.S. imperialism or it will serve 
nobody. 

But the racist injustice and bar
baric atrocities which the Palestinian 
Arabs have suffered at the bloody hands 
of the State of Israel thunder louder than 
the self-righteous wailing raised by the 
imperialists and Zionists in the UN. 
The Zionists have unleashed indis
criminate terror throughout the oc
cupied territories and conduct mur
derous raids against Arab settlements 
across the border "suspected" of har
boring Palestinian guerrillas. Like all 
virulent bourgeois nationalism, Zion
ism is rea c t ion a r y and viciously 
exclusionary. 

Arab hypocrisy 
Rivalling the imperialists in deceit, 

the Ar~b countries and the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, having un
successfully attempted to boot Israel 
out of the UN, trumpeted the resolution 
as an alleged tremendous victory ,for 
the Palestinian Arabs. The UN has con
demned the dispossessed Palestinians 
to a living death in the squalid refugee 
camps where they barely subsist on 
starvation-level UN rations. The reso
lution branding Zionism as a form of 
racism is a worthless scrap of paper 
which changes nothing for the Pales
tinian Arabs. 

While wrapping themselves in the 
banner of Palestinian liberation, the 
Arab bourgeoisies have all betrayed 
the interests of-the Palestinian Arabs. 
None of the Arab states has done any
thing to economically and socially ab
sorb the mass of Palestinians dumped 
into the abominable camps. With the 
resurgence of Palestinian nationalism, 
the self-proclaimed "anti-imperialist" 
Hussein in 1970 murderously turned on 
the Palestinian guerrillas based in 
Jordan; his "Black September" mas
sacres left thousands of Palestinians 
dead and routed the commando forces. 

In the wake of "Black September, " 
the so-called "progressive" regimes 
of Syria and Lebanon also cracked 
down on the Palestinian guerrillas, 
threatening reprisals for any forays 
against Israeli forces and imposing 
direct state control over the Palestinian 

units. And the "revolutionary" colonels 
ruling Iraq, who pledge undying support 
for the national self-determination of 
the Palestinians, have recently crushed 
the just struggle of its oppressed 
Kurdish minority. 

In their confrontations with Zionist 
Is rae 1, the Hussein-Assad-Sadat
Qaddafi cabal are committed only to 
their own nationalist and revanchist 
goals. Through nationalist/religious 
demagogy and cynical manipulation of 
the Palestinian struggle, the Arab re
gimes seek to deflect the smouldering 
fury of the downtrodden Arab masses 
away from class war against their own 
exploiters and toward reactionary mo
bilizations against Isr;tel. 

By condemning the masses for the 
crimes of their leaders, both'the Zion
ists and Arab nationalists seek to 
pit Jew against Arab. While denounc
ing Zionism in UN resolUtions, the 
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BALLANTINE BOOKS 

Arab chauvinist hysteria:-Death to 
Israel. -

Arab regimes in fact willfully exploit 
the Zionist tenet that the Israeli 
state and the Hebrew people are 
indistinguishabl e. 

Marxism VS. moralism 
Israel in relation to the PaLestinian 

Arabs unquestionably is an oppressor 
nation. The Zionists could carve out 
the State of Israel as a "Jewish home
land" only through expelling and sub
jugating the Palestinian Arabs. Not 
unlike the emergence of the Turkish 
nation, consolidated through the geno
cidal' slaughter of hundreds of thousands 
of Armenians and Greeks, the com
pacting of the Hebrew-speaking nation 
involved the brutal dismemberment and 
dis pe r sal of the Arab Palestinian 
nation. 

Marxists certainly do not condone 
pogroms or genocide a.s the midwife in 
the birth of nations. But neither do we 
regard national oppression as simply 
a moral injustice demanding redress 
through a reversal of the existing terms 
of oppression. Such a "solution" can 
only be reactionary. This has once aga.in 
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Murderous Israeli air raid reduced this Arab village to rubble (top). Palestinian 
refugee camp (bottom). 

been tragically confirmed in Cyprus, 
'where the domination of the Turkish 
Cypriots by the Greek Cypriots has now 
been inverted, while the axis of com
munal conflict remains. 

The Leninist position on the national 
question 'rests upon the democratic 
prinCiple of the equality of nations: 
consistent opposition to ,all manifesta-

/ tions of national pt'iVileges and national 
oppression. We thus recognize the right 
of national self-determination for the 
Palestinian Arabs. However, we also 
must defend the national rights of the 
Hebrew-speaking nation, w h i c hare 
called into question at each outbreakof 
war with the Arab states. To deny the 
national rights of the Hebrews, as do the 
Arab nationalists, is to drive the 
masses of oppressed Israeli workers 
behind their Zionist rulers. 

A It Ii 0 ugh abstractly equally ie'
gitimate, the national claims of th~. 
Palestinian Arabs and Hebrews are in 
reality co u n t e r po sed; precisely be
cause the national conflict originated in, 
the geogr~phical interpenetration of two 
peoples on the same territory (consist
inK of present-day Israel and Jordan). 

By recognizing that the counterposed 
national claims of the Palestinian Arabs 
and,the Hebrews, can be democratically 
resolved only through the socialist 
overturn, Trotskyists by no means 
cease to wage an uncompromising 
struggle against the brutal national 
oppression which the Palestinian Arabs 
suffer. The Israeli workers mustdem
onstrate proletarian solidarity with 
their Palestinian Arab class brothers 
by fighting tooth-and-nail 'for the end 
to all discrimination against the Arabs 
in Israel and for full citizenship rights 
for the Palestinian Arabs: the "right 
of return n only for the Palestinian 
Arabs! The Hebrew worke.rs likewise 
must struggle against the corporatist
Zionist Histadrut and for independent 
HebreW-Arab trade-unions. The 
Hebrew working people must demand 
the immediate withdrawal of all Israeli 
forces from the occupied territories 
and Arab communities and an end to 
all "retaliatory" strikes against Pales
tinian camps. 

Imperialist hypocrisy on 
political prisoners 

Under ,capitalism such conflicting na- In retaliation against the anti
tional claims center on the question Zionism resolution, the U.S. immedi
of property: the conquest of territory' ately introduced in the UN a resolution 
by the Zionists could only occur through on pOlitical prisoners aimed at embar
the confiscation of the land of the Pales- rassing the anti.,.lsrael, authoritarian 
tinian Arabs. ThUS, within the frame- "Third World" countries as well as the 
work of capitalism, the Pal est i n ian deformed workers states. Waxing elo
Arabs or the Hebrew-speaking nation quently on "human rights," this propa-

. can fully exercise the right to self- ganda ploy exhorts all governments to 
determination only by denying that release "all political prisoners" (New 
same democratic right to the other. York Times, 13 November). 
The resolution of the counterposed na- The UN resolution of course de
tional claims of the Palestinian A,raos fines "political pris~ners" as' only 
and' the Hebrews can be- genumely_ "persons who have s o\i g h f 'through 
democratic and equitable only with the peaceful means to express views at 
Palestinian Arab and Hebrew workers variance with those held by their gov
in power. ernments. n The U.S. imperialists, the 

SL/SYL PUBLIC OFFICES- Revolutionary Literature 
bestial butchers of Indochina, must 
"overlook" the millions of class-war 
prisoners languishing in dank prisons 
from San Quentin to Santiago and from BAY AREA CHICAGO 

Friday } Tuesday 4:00-8:00 p.m. 
and 3:00-6:00 p.m. Saturday 2:00-6:00 p.m. Saturday 

330-4Oth Street 650 So. Wabash 
(near Broadway) , ~ ,2nd Fl. 
Oakland, California Chicago, "Ii,nois 
Phone 653-4668 Phone 427-0003 

NEW YORK 
Monday t '-
through \ 6:30-9:00 p.m. 
Friday 

Saturday 1 :00-4:00 p.m. 
260.. West Broadway 
Room 522 
New York, New York 
Phone 925-5665 

Teheran to Tokyoo This is the govern
ment which made it a felony during the 
Cold War for a Communist even to 
apply for a U.S. passport and which 
witchhunted Martin Luther King for 
his "peaceful means to express views" 
at variance with the government. Let 
the surviving victims of the inhuman 
"tiger cages" employed in South Viet
nam appear in the UN to testify about 
the U.S. imperialists' hand-wringing 

continued on page 11 
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Campaign Puts Heat 
on Pinochet's 

"Chicago Boys " 
CHICAGO-ItThe Friedman-Harberger 
controversy has become the cause 
celebre of the autumn quarter" de
clared the University of Chicago (UC) 
campus press, the Maroon (14 Novem
ber 1975). UC economics professors 
Friedman and Harberger are the au
thors of the Chilean junta's devastating 
economic "shock treatment," which has 
drastically depressed the living stan
dards of the workers and poor peasants 
of Chile. This murderous program, 
backed by the dictatorship's executions, 
mass imprisonments and tortures, has 
led to widespread starvation in the 
working-class districts of Santiago. 
(See the October issue of Young SPav
facus for a full account of the "shock 
treatment" and the junta's "Chicago 
Connection. ") 

The SYL initiated the Committee 
Against Friedman-Harberger Collab
oration with the Chilean Junta and is 
building the campaign at UC as. a 
concrete contribution to the struggle 
for international solidarity with the 
victims of the barbarous junta. The 
Committee-based on the two slogans 
"Protest Friedman and Harberger: 

(USLA); and Indians for Political 
Freedom. 

The campaign has attracted publici
ty in the campus press of several 
Chicago-area colleges, notably the UC, 
Roosevelt University and the urcc; 
the Harvard CrimSuft has also reported 
the activities of the Committee. Recent
ly the SYL learned that an anti-junta 
group based in Algeria also has publi
cized the UC campaign in its journal 
Resistance (20-26 October 1975). Even 
the National Review, rag of ultra
conservative James Buckley and pro-

t·\lVF.H~ITr OF CBlC\qo 

is no widespread torture or starvation 
in Chile. When this junta lackey said 
he was "absolutely free to say any
thing" about Chile without fear of 
repression when he returns home, the 
response was derisive laughter, even 
from the rightist careerists who sup
port Friedman. 

A rapprochement between liberal 
opponents and such rightist defenders 
of Friedman-Harberger was eng'ineer
ed by the practiced small-time brokers 
of the reformist Young Socialist Alli
ance (YSA). Disingenuously claiming 
that the "facts of the issue" have not 
been established, the YSA, which has 
actively sought to sabotage the anti
Friedman campaign, authored a resolu
tion for a "Commission of Inquiry" into 
the Friedman/Harberger affair. Stu
dent Government approved this motion; 
the SYL abstained, as it is not the facts 
of the case that are at issue but rather 
what '.1ction must be taken. If the 
"Commission of Inquiry" ever gets off 
the ground (which seems unlikely at 
this point), the SYL will provide it 
with the extensive and damning docu
mentation we have put together on the 
Chilean dictators' "Chicago Boy s, " 
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social democrats should sicken anyone 
who feels any solidarity with the vic
thus of Friedman's "shock treatment" 
and Pinochet's repression. Cdnscious 
of the logic of his line, the despicable 
reformist Brown met with Friedman 
on November 17 to try to convince 
him to cooperate with the "Commission 
of Inquiry"! 

The Committee Against Friedman
Harberger Collaboration with the Chil
ean Junta has linked its protest and 

,.exposure of the "Chicago Boys" to the 
issue of defense of victims of the 
junta's anti-communist repression. 
Recently the Chilean junta imprisoned 
a group of clerics for allegedly giving 
medical aid to fugitive militants of the 
MIR (Movement of the Revolutionary 
Left); among the priests is UC PhD 
candidate Father Gerald Whelan. The 
junta first declared a news blackout 
on the case and now reportedly plans 
to try Whelan in the next weeks. 

The SYL has raised the slogan 
"Free Father Whelan!-Free All Vic
tims of the Junta's Repression!" Adop
ting a motion raised by the SYL dele
gate, the UC Student Government has 
gone on record demanding the freedom 

L'EXPHESS 

Collaborators with the Bloody Chilean 
Junta!" and "Free All Victims of the 
Junta's Repression!" -has held two ral
lies and a teach-in on Chile. The 
campaign has succeeded in thoroughly 
exposing the Friedman/Harberger/ 
junta axis and in mobilizing the most 
active and controversial protest the 
campus has seen in some years. 

Broad-ranging support 

Milton Friedman (left) is architect of economic ·shock treatment" that has plunged masses into starvation: Santiago 
workers search for food in garbage dump. 

As a result of the campaign, the 
Committee continues to receive sup
port. Most recently, on November 21, 
the SYL received a statement of en
dorsement from Andre Gunder Frank, 
well-known radical economist and au
thor. Other individuals and organiza
tions which had already endorsed the 
Committee include: Studs Terkel, 
author and radio commentator; Sidney 
Lens, author and political activist of 
long standing; Otis McDonald, president 
of the UC Council of the Service 
Employees International Ul}ion (SEW) 
Local 321; John Coffey, vice-president 
of SEW Local 321; Chicago Union of 
Radical Political Economists; UC pro
fessors John Coatsworth and Adam 
Przeworski; Norman GeHand; Univer
sity of Illinois/Chicago Circle campus 
(UlCC) professors David Jordon, Ar
turo Vazquez, Joseph Persky and 
Preston Browning; Roosevelt Universi
ty professors Richard Rubenstein and 
John Freels; the SYL and Spar
tacist League; the Young Socialist 

. Alliance; the UC New American Move
ment; the United States Committee for 
Justice to Latin American Prisoners 
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fessional anti-communist Jam e s 
Burnham, was sufficiently disturbed by 
the uproar over fellow reactionary 
Friedman to devote a page of its 
October 31 issue to the UC campaign 
"under the leadership of the Spartacus 
YOl.lth League." 

Struggle in Student 
, Government 

Reflecting the intense debate on the 
UC campus sparked by the campaign, 
on October 27 a meeting of UC Stu
dent Governmen4- usually pOlitically 
moribund, split down the middle on a 
motion introduced by the SYL repre
sentative calling upon the Student 
Government to condemn Friedman and 
Harberger and to endorse the Commit
tee. The motion was narrowly defeated 
by a vote of 35-29. SYL speakers 
used the Student Government session 
to put forward a powerful indictment 
of Friedman and Harberger. At the 
meeting a Chilean graduate student 
from the Friedmanite business school 
of Catholic University in Santiago de
fended the junta, claiming that there 

while critiCizing its shilly-shallying. 

YSA, collaborators agree 
on "right" to engineer 
repression 

YSA campus leader Garrett Brown 
went out of his way to demonstrate that 
his organization is "respectable" and 
that the YSA is opposed to militant 
action against the junta's collaborators. 
In his speech before Student Govern
ment, Brown said he would favor invit
ing the .Economics Department "and. 
these Chilean students" being trained 
by. Harberger to serve the junta to 
nominate members for the "Commis
sion of Inquiry"! This would be like 
inviting Goebbels to head up a com
mission to investigate "allegations" of 
anti-Semitism under the Hitler regime! 
After his appeal for the "broadest" and 
m 0 s t "representative" Commission, 
Brown was elected to a three-member 
"Search Committee" for the "Commis
s ion of Inquiry. " 

When Friedman and Harberger and 
their defenders launched a barrage of 
statements denouncing the proposed 
innocuous "Commission of Inquiry" as 
a "violation" of academic freedom, the 
supple-spined YSA bent even further 
backwards to demonstrate its social
democratic "responsible" politics. 
Garrett Brown and the two other mem
bers of the "Search Committee" sub
mitted a statement to the Maroon (11 
November 1975) which whined, 

"Certainly, thp. rights of Professors 
Harberger and Friedman to advise the 
Chilean government do not preclude 
the right of anyone to examine and 
evaluate the consequences of their 
activities. It is unfortunate in this 
regard that they have adopted the 
position that the facts should not be 
brought to the fore. We hope they will 
reconsider." [emphasis added] 

According to the YSA, the "Chicago 
Boys" have the "right" to help starve 
the Chilean working class, as long as 
they let everyone know about it! The 
inexhaustible opportunism of these 

of Father Whelan, Martin Vasquez (a 
leader of the MIR) and all victims of 
the Chilean junta's repression. 

Friedman and Harberger have said 
nothing about this latest outrage by 
their friends in the Santiago dictator
ship; UC Acting President Wilson has 
refused to protest it. While vigorously 
deferding Whelan, the SYL will fight 
against any liberal-inspired or 
campus-parochialist attempt to limit 
defense efforts to tke case of this one 
individual. The SYL above all struggles 
in defense of the class-war prisoners 
in Chile, from Bautista Van Schouwen, 
MIR leader brutally tortured by the 
gorilas, to Communist Party head Luis 
Corvalan, whose life is threatened in 
a reported secret trial. 

Drive junta collaborators 
off campus through protest 
and exposure! 

The Friedman-Harberger campaign 
at UC has been in progress for two 
months. It has raised the issue of UC 

continued on page 11 
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KKK Swine Gets Hostile Reception 
ot Univ~ of Houston 

YSA Lectures 
Protesters on 

"Rights for Fascists" 
HOUSTON-One month ago at the Uni
versity of Houston, Ku Klux Klan may
oral candidate Scott Nelson unfortu
nately was able to appear at a forum 
and to spew his racist, anti-Semitic 
filth and genocidal ravings, including 
bragging about KKK "hunting licenses" 
for an "open season" to "hunt and kill" 
black people. From among the largely 
black crowd of around 300 rose again 
and again clenched fists, angry shouts, 
boos and jeers and mocking heckling. 

Every time these outcries erupted, 

supporters of the Socialist Workers 
Party/Young Socialist Alliance (SWP/ 
YSA) and its National Student Coali
tion Against Racism (NSCAR) leapt to 
their feet, heatedly shouted and gestic
ulated to the crowd. The SWP/YSA and 
NSCAR were not encouraging the hos
tile reception but, on the contrary, were 
frantically attempting to quell the pro
tests and to enforce speaking "rights" 
for this fascist beast! The yellow
"socialist" SWP/YSA, "anti-racist" 
NSCAR and the brown shirts them-
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KKK appeal is not its "ideas" but its actions: murders by lynching. 

selves were the only ones to vocally 
defend the alleged "right offree speech" 
for fascist scum. 

No platform for fascists! 
At the confrontation with "Imperial 

Wizard" Scott Nelson, the Spartacus 
Youth League vigorously participated 
in the militant outpouring of verbal 
protest. Upon learning of the invitation 
extended the KKK leader by the Stu
dents' Association and the Political 
Science Organization, the SYL had 
issued a leaflet, "No Platform for 
Fascists!," and submitted a letter to 
the campl'ts press (Cougar, 23 October); 
the SYL demanded that the two student 
organizations (and not the administra
tion) withdraw the invitation, and we 
called for a militant protest against 
any appearance by the fascists. We ex
plained that fascists like the KKK must 
not be allowed the "right" to organize 
for anti-communist slaughter, anti
black genocide and anti-labor terror. 
We do not recognize the" right" of scabs 
to break strikes and certainly not any 
"right" of fascists to smash the 
oppressed. 

Fascists prove their effectiveness 
not through arguing their "ideas" but 
through their murderous actions; the 
"hunting licenses" distributed as KKK 
campaign literature are a "program" 
for murder: Even though fascist gangs 
like the KKK are still relatively small, 
these night-riding killers cannot be de
feated through polite debate, decorous 
demonstrations or the "democratic pro
cess." These degenerate scum will be 
intimidated only by militant actions of 
labor and oppressed minorities. The 
destruction of the fascist menace re
quires mass mobilizations and the for
mation of labor/black defense guards. 

Our letter and leaflet provoked a 
minor storm on campus. During the 
next week no less than six letters 
appeared in the campus press attacking 
the anti-fascist propaganda of the SYL. 
Chiming in with this chorus, the Houston 
YSA submitted a statement to the cam
pus press (Cougar, 30 October) attack
ing the militant protests which greeted 
"Imperial Wizard" Nelson. 

YSA: hypocrisy and slander 
In its letter the YSA hypocritically 

declares that Nelson was "met by well
deserved boos and jeers from the UH 
students." Indeed he was! But far from 
conSidering the verbal protests "well
deserved," the YSA had actively sOl1ght 
to suppress the boos and jeers. Perhaps 
the YSA has reconsidered its rotten 
role? 

Absolutely not: These cynics attempt 
to smear the militant protest as dis
ruption by only "a very small group of 
self-appointed radical students," who 
"encouraged students to shout him 
down, threw eggs at him, and violated 
his right to speak." These ultra-" re
spectable" fake radicals are repeating 
the same "tyranny of the minority" gar
bage which university administrators 
have long hurled at student radicals: 
"a small group of radicals, ... as a 
minority, attempted to violate the right 
of the majority of the students to hear 
and protest I?:] Nelson." 
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Yet the YSA, emphasizing that it 
"took no part in the disruption attempt, n 

makes it clear that it protested only 
the angry students: 

"The YSA, on the other hand, was with 
the overwhelming majority l! J of stu
dents present telling these' radicals' to 
be quiet so we could hear." 

But the report of the meeting by the 
campus press (CoHgar, 28 October), 
not to mention the fact that Nelson was 
forced to flee in a cop car, exposes as 
an outrageous lie this claim that the 
boos and shouts were confined to a 
"very small group" while an "over
whelming majority" supposedly at
tempted to hush them. Furthermore, if 
the "majority of students" supposedly 
joined the YSA in restoring quiet, then 
who was responsible for the "well
deserved boos and jeers"?: 

Finally the YSA, not content with lies 
and insults, completes its slander by 
cop-baiting the students who had pro
tested the KKK: 

"Watergate revealed the FBI use d 
agents in radical groups to inspire 
these groups to commit illegal acts. 
Frequently, the loudest, most militant 
'radical' was later found to be an 
FBI agent." 

Because their opportunist politics can
not withstand the t est of political 
struggle, political cowards like the 
YSA, who yell the loudest about "de
mocracy," trample over the prinCiples 
of workers democracy and resort to 
cop-baiting. This can only discredit 
the left and open it up to actual cop 
infiltration. 

KKK must not speak 
The KKK are dangerous, murderous 

thugs. The Klan in Houston openly 
advocates lynchings of black people 
and "white Communist trash" and has 
taken credit for vicious attacks on left
ist bookstores and radio stations. Nel
son should not have been allowed to 
appear on campus and "campaign" for 
KKK terror. What was demonstrated 
at the hostile reception given Nelson 
was the anger and militancy which could 
have prevented the fascist KKK scum 
from spewing his racist poison on 
campus .• 
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Strike Against Cutbacks, Layoffsl 
attempted to posture as the "most 
militant" tendency present by engaging 
in senselessly provocative militancy 
mongering. 

Disregarding the formidable line-

Continued from page 1 
mer session fees. 

Still on the BHE ag'enda, however, 
is the proposal pushed by Robert Mar
shak, president of the City College of 
New York (CCNY), which calls for the 
closing of six CUNY campuses. This 
"Marshak Plan" has provoked a storm 
of controversy and protest during the 

The experience of the radical stu
dent movement of the 1960's demon
strates that capitalist politicians alid 
the administrations of the bourgeois 
university never have been forced to 
meet student demands when faced 
simply with" respectable protest" Stu
dents could not have made their anger 
felt-ag-ainst the Vietnam war, against 

movements which fail to link up with 
the working class carry within them
selves an ultimately fatal weakness; 
they will not be able to defend next 
year what was wrenched from the 
capitalists last year. Any call for mili
tant tactics and bold demands there
fore must be linked with the call for 
labor/student mobilizations and a city-

IUI,\C:-,I'\I?T\l"\;, 

u) of cops guarding the BHE entrance 
and surrounding the picket line, a smelll 
contingent of PL supporters attempted 
to infuse militancy by chanting, "Let's 
Go In!" At once the justly despised 
marshals of the Socialist Workers 
Party/Young Socialist Alliance (SWP, 
YSA) closed in on the PL supporters, 
a confrontation developed and scuffling 
ensued. In the melee at least one PL 
supporter was pushed in the direction 
of the cops by an SWP, YSA marshal. 

Substituting bra va d 0 for tactical 
good sense, PL e 111 p loy s senseless 
"kick-ass" militancy and shrill rhet
oric as a cover for its lack of a revo
lutionary line. In Clw llt>ngt> l'L raises 
militant calls for a general strike. But, 
working primarily within the CUNY Un
iversity Student Senate (U.S.S.), PL is 
willing to accommodate the liberals and 
limit its demands Simply to an end to 
the cuts, which simply would freeze the 
present intolerably racist status quo. 
Furthermore, when the U.S.S. liberals 
backed off from the planned November 
20 Wall Street demonstration as poten
tially too "confrontationist," PL 
shelved its hyper-militant rhetoric and 
boycotted this militant action! 

Equally notorious for mindless ad
venturism and victimizing publicity 
stu n t s, the Revolutionary Stu den t 
Brigade (RSB) likewise spices up its 
bland sub-reformist program with pep
py "fight-back" rhetoric. Like PL, the 
RSB accepts the fundamental frame
work of capitalism. While PL tries to 
ignore the question of the banks, the 
RSB argues that the bankers should be 
paid their due ... in cold cash! 

Cops protect Board of Higher Education from militant student rally, October 27, 1975. 

"Not to pay the banks ... is not a solu
tion we should turn to. If it did the 
city would go totally bankrupt (banks 
would give no more loans and that is 
the only way the city can payoff its 
debt." [emphasis oursJ 

last few weeks. The BHE certainly 
recognizes that cutting enrollment on an 
individual basis through race-biased 
reqUirements presents a far less visi
ble target for student protest than elim
ination of six entire campuses through 
closures. And the BHE and CUNY 
bureaucrats have every reason to feel 
jittery. At the very moment they hud
dled over the plan to end open ad
miSSions, outside on the street some 
1,500 chanting students demonstrated 
against the cutbacks. 

Protests assail cutbacks 

For the last two weeks protests 
against the cutbacks involving thou
sands of students have been organized 
on CUNY campuses, at the BHE, in 
front of City Hall, in the middle of 
Wall Street and also in Washington, 
D.C. The protest actions occurring al
most daily have been widely di
vergent in political thrust and greatly 
disproportionate in size. 

A November 15 "CUNY-In-Crisis 
Teach-In" at Hun t e r College, for 
example, featured a panel stacked with 
bourgeois big-wigs and "prominent in
dividuals" as well as live media cover
age, but attracted only about 200 people, 
most of whom drifted out before the 
liberal windbags yielded the stage to 
leftist speakers. In contrast, a No
vember 20 Wall Street demonstration, 
pulled together on an ad hoc basis, 
drew 2,000-3,000 students who co
alesced into a militant and spirited 
picket line. 

Faced with the continuing cutbacks, 
the masses of students on CUNY cam
puses have little left to lose. Many 
are now open to engaging in some form 
of struggle against the capitalist as
sault on educational opportunities, jobs 
and living conditions for the working 
people of New York. The frequent and 
well-attended student demonstrations 
are a significant barometer of general 
social unrest. But a repetitious series 
of protest demonstrations lacking a 
politically powerful strategy and ef
feetive leadership is incapable of 
mobilizing the masses of stUdents. 

racial oppression and against the race- wide general strike against cutbacks 
and class-biased educational system-.. ,; and layoffs. 

-Fight Back, NY -NJ Special Edition 
on Cutbacks 

without militant action. . 

DUring the 1969 struggle for open 
admissions at CUNY, the militancy and 
sol ida r i t y of the black students oc
cupying CCNY -and the specter of the 
Harlem "riots" lingering in the not-so
distant past-finally "persuaded" 
Mayor Lindsay to cough up the funds 
r B qui red for instituting open ad
missions. And today, as Beame and 
the bankers compose the epitaph for 
open admissions and special programs 
for minority students, the gains of our 
past struggles must be defended through 
a massive mobilization of angry pro
test, including well-planned militant 
actions such as sit-ins. 

In New York the SYL has been 
actively partiCipating in and building 
anti-cutback protests. At CCNY we 
were centrally responsible for organ
izing actions building for the militant 
Wall Street picket line on November 20. 
The SYL together with the Emergency 
Committee for CUNY on November 13 
jointly held a rally, after which the 
SYL led a spirited march across cam
pus. At the initiative of the SYL, a 
brief rally was held on the CCNY 
campus prior to the Wall Street dem
onstration in order to attract students 
into a contingent for the downtown picket 
line. . 

At CCNY, as well as in meetings 
and demonstrations across the city, 
the SYL has raised the bbld slogan, 
"Students Seize the Campuses!" Given 
the pervasive anger with the cutbacks 
and threatened campus closures, mili
tant actions such as sit-ins and campus 
occupations by masses of students not 
only could count on sympathy from the 
working people of New York, but also 
might well be a catalyst for broader 
social struggles. 

While emphasizing the urgent need 
for a militant response to the attacks 
on open admissions and threatened 
campus closings, we have pointed out 
that while student protests can exert 
often con sid era b 1 e social pressure, 
they lack the social power of the or
ganized working class: the power to 
strike and shut this city down. Student 

Against adventurism 
While advanCing the slogan "Students 

Seize the Campuses," we have cautioned 
a g a ins t adventurist act ion sand 
reckless confrontations with the cops. 
Such i r r e spo n s i bl e behavior has 
become the hallmark of the Progres
sive Labor Party (PL). At yesterday's 
demonstration outside the BHE, PL 
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The revolutionary socialist response 
to the tyranny of Big MAC begins with 
the demand that the city debt be can
celled and the banks be expropriated! 

Its juvenile play-acting aSide, the 
RSB has been completely incapable of 
evolving any coherent line or strategy 
for the cutback protests. Only a hand
ful of RSB supporters appeared at a 
few of the demonstrations last week, 
and their intervention was limited to 
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Budget cuts demonstration outside Gov. Carey's office, September 18, 1975. 
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PROTEST 
SPINOLA TOUR! 

General Ant6nio de Spinola, aspiring henchman for im
perialist reaction in Portugal, begall a tour of the U.S. 
last month to crusade for his reactionary ambitions to 
rule in Lisbon tomorrow as Pinochet does in Chile today. 
Spinola is a life-long reactionary: 
• Spinola volunteered to fight with Franco in the Spanish 

Civil War and then with the Nazi forces which invaded 
the USSR. 

• Spinola, as colonial governor of Guinea-Bissau under 
Caetano, organized "pacification" campaigns for annihi
lation of civilians in guerrilla-held territories. 

• Spinola, coming to power in a coup aimed at extricating 
the Portuguese colonialists from "unprofitable" col
onial wars, led the abortive rightist putsch of September 
1974 and then fled the country. 

• Spinola is bankrolled by a $250 million fund raised by 
international monopolies for promoting his plans to 
return to power. 

• Spinola leads the Democratic Movement for the Libera
tion of Portugal and is linked to the rightist Portuguese 
Liberation Army, which has spearheaded the imperialist 
invasion of Angola. 

Everywhere this reactionary swine appears he slzauld be 
confronted by an autpauring of militant protest: 

r 
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The Spartacist League/Spartacus youth League has 
already taken a leading role in protesting this butcher. 
The SYL initiated the militant united-front demonstra
tions which b las ted Spinola at the University of 
Connecticut/Storrs on November 18, at the Council on 
Foreign Relations in New York City two days later, and 
at Boston's Union Club the next day. And in Toronto our 
comrades of the Trotskyist League of Canada were re
sponsible for first raising a call for a November 23 
united-front demonstration in Tor 0 n t o. For full 
coverage of these anti-Spinola actions, see Workers 
Vanguard of 28 November. 
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distributing an unreadable "fight-back" 
leaflet. 

YSA opposes militancy 
Many students,of course, remain 

skeptical about the possibility of ef
fective action against the cutbacks and 
proposed campus closingso Unfortun
ately this skepticism is reinforced by 
the SWP /YSA and its captive National 
Student C 0 ali t ion Against Racism 
(NSCAR). These ultra- "respectable" 
campus pOliticos at every meeting and 
rally harp that the student movement 
must engage in only "peaceful, legal, 
non-violent mass actions." Anyone who 
advocates otherwise is us u a 11 y de
nounced as an "ultra-left." And anyone 
who attempts to act otherwise may well 
find himself surrounded by a squad of 
SWP;YSA goons. 

POSing as the big-time operators on 
campus, the SWP/YSA builds its "mass 
actions" solely through campus "ma
chine pOlitics." In New York City the 
SWP/YSA-NSCARplays in the U.S.S. 
sandbox, using its "connections" with 
honcho careerists like U.S.S. presi
dent Jay Hershenson to acquire U.S.S. 
endorsements for SWP /YSA-inspired 
actions. 

Many CUNY radical students have 
come to justly despise the SWP/ YSA 
for its bureaucratic maneuvers from 
on high in the U.S.S., for its determin
ation to flood demonstrations with its 
"peace-keeping" marshals and for its 
undisguised liberalism. In its most 
recent affront to militant CUNY stu
dents, the SWP/YSA sought to sabotage 

SYL organized demonstrations against Spinola at Storrs (bottom) and NYC (top leff). Spinola tirading against 
protesters at Storrs (top right). 

the planned Wall Street demonstration, 
because a militant demonstration on 
the bosses' well-protected turf might 
not obey every almighty NYC ordinance 
... or the SWP/YSA marshals. In an 
effort to drain away support for the 
November 20 demonstration, the SWP/ 
YSA-NSCAR through the U.SoS. called 
for a march in Washington for No
vember 19 and a preparatory rally in 
New York for November 17. 

Washington mass 
non-action 

The Washington demo was anything 
but "disruptive." The accent was on 
"legal," "respectable," "non-violent" 
and dull. Flocking to address the 2,000 
students were no less than six 
congressmen, two of them presidential 
aspirants. The SWP was visibly elated 
with its successful "mass action." 

Present was Henry Jackson, the 
senator from Boeing, who managed to 
mix feigned concern for CUNY's plight 
with Cold War anti-c 0 m m un ism: 
"Gerald Ford cares more about Red 
S qua r e than he does about Tim e s 
Square." In addition to Jackson there 
were such liberal heroes as Elizabeth 
Holtzman, James Scheuer, Peter Pey
ser, Morris Udall and Bella Abzug. 
Rally chairman Jay Hershenson, hero 
of the S WP /YSA, waxed ebullient as 
he introduced "Hunter College's own 
Bella." 

The explicit purpose of the rally 
was to beseech the Congress to enact 
one of the New York bailout schemes 

then under consideration. To make 
their appeals, the SWP/YSA-NSCAR 
and U.S.S. honchos were willing to 
sink to any level. Hershenson de
clared, "There are 25,000 veterans in 
CUNY .... They fought for their coun
try. 0 • we will stand behind them." 
NSCAR's spokesman Sam Manuel also 
was caught up in the social-patriotic 
mood: "50,000 Americans and 10,000 
blacks died in Vietnam and we didn't 
get anything for it." Presumably had 
"we" got ten something out of the 
slaughter, the SWP would not have 
opposed the war. 

Manuel devoted only a few brief 
remarks to the general attack on the 
city's working class and the municipal 
unions. Any more would have been too 
much for the SWP's liberal allies, 
who are anxious to see contracts "re
negotiated" and the power of the pub
lic employees' unions broken. Op
posing the call for a cancellation of 
the NYC debt and expropriation of the 
banks, the SWP/YSA raises as its cen
tral slogan the hoary reformist call 
for a conversion of the military bud
get into educationo To suggest that the 
imperialist state can be pressured into 
shedding its armor is to spread the 
worst social-patriotic illusions. 

For a city-wide general 
strike! 

Students fighting to stop the budget 
cuts affecting the campuses must seek 
to link their protests with the struggles 
of city workers. Militant action by stu-, 
dents open up the possibility of broader 

labor/student mobilizations. To fight 
budget cuts and layoffs the\['e must be a 
general strike of city workers! 

To our democratic demand for fed
erally financed education and welfare 
we couple the call for the nationalization 
of the private universities and for open 
admissions to all institutions of higher 
education. We support open admissions, 
a democratic demand undercutting the 
class- and race-biased nature of edu
cation under capitalism. We demand the 
abolition of all tuition/fees and call for 
a state-provided stipend covering the 
living expenses of students (and their 
dependents) to make open admissions 
economically meaningful for all. 

The working class must not permit 
the bosses to pit one section of the 
oppressed against another, in particu
lar, the unemployed against the em
ployed. Unemployment should be elim
inated at the capitalists' expense. A 
struggle must be waged for a shorter 
workweek at a higher wage; this would 
divide the available jobs among all who 
wish to work at a wage automatically 
rising with the cost of living. 

To upgrade social services and 
tackle urban decay the state should 
launch a massive public works pro
gram paying union wages. As the capi
talist economy continues to stagnate, 
casting millions out of work and cre
ating hardships up and down the line, 
the needs of the working people clearly 
can be met only through the socialist 
revolution that expropriates the entire 
capitalist class and places the pro
ductive capacity of society in the hands 
of the working class .• 
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Stop CIAINSA Recruitment on Compus' 
Continued from page 1 
not be reformed but must be destroyed 
-hrough the proletarian revolution. 

At UC Berkeley the November 17 
all-day picket line and demonstration, 
which attracted over 250 students with 
the slogans "CIA/NSA Recruiters Off 
Campus!" and "Abolish the CIA/NSA!," 
was called by the Committee to Stop 
CIA/NSA Campus Recruitment. The 
Berkeley Committee was initiated by 
the SYL and endorsed by the following 
or g ani z at ion s and individuals: Bill 
Wallace, East Bay bureau chief of the 
Bay Guardian who has exposed the NSA 
after serving as an agent from 1967 
to 1971; Larry Bensky, a s tat ion 
manager of KPF A radio; Committee for 
Working Class Studies; Berkeley Stu
dents for Peace; Berkeley Poet's Union; 
Militant Action Caucus, Communica
tion Workers of America Locals 9410 
and 9415; Associated Students of UC 
(ASUC); Robert Yano, Bob Martin, 
Richard Clark, Berkeley Liberation 
Front candidates for ASUC; the SYL; 
Michael Lerner, prominent NAM sup
porter; the YSA; Oscar Trevino, Chi
cano Studies Lib r a r y: Tony f'latt, 
School of Criminology; Winter Soldier 
Organization; Peace and F r e e d 0 m 
Party; Berkeley People's Bicentennial 
Coalition; AFSCME Local 1695 Execu
tive Board; Indian Students Association; 
and Berkeley faculty S. Smail, Charles 
Schwarz and S. Sarason. 

Reformists slink away from 
militant action 

In both Los Angeles and Berkeley 
the fake-Trotskyist YSA attempted to 
chalinel the protests into passi ve, mild
mannered "educational campaigns." At 
UCLA the YSA, which was responsible 
for calling the meeting which formed the 
UCLA Committee, proposed only spon
soring a teach-in ..• in a month's time! 
While not OPPOSing a teach-in, the SYL 
successfully argued that the CIA/NSA 
recruiters should be met with a militant 
action. 

In words the YSA agreed to endorse 
the November 10 demonstration; but in 
deeds, these reformists resorted to 
their own "dirty tricks." The YSA 
tried to prevent the distribution of the 
Committee leaflet announcing the dem
onstra tion, going so far as to snatch the 
flyers from an SYL literature table. 
Then, at the picket line the YSA at
tempted to drown out our socialist 
slogans with its liberal chants. When 
the majority of the demonstrators took 
up our chants, the YSA walked off the 
picket line! 

The YSA, of course, was more than 
eager to build the November 21 teach
in. So eager was it for a "respectable" 
pan e I discussion representing "all 
pOints of view" that these sewer so
cialists, in theii/own "covert opera
tion" behind the backs of the other 
me m be r s of the united-front Com
mittee, solicited speakers from the Los 
Angeles city administration, the LA 
police department, the U.S. State De
partment and-yes-even the CIA!! 

The political performance of the 
YSA at Berkeley was no less "respec
table" and just as slimy. Since the 
YSA in Berkeley has been uncritically 
tailing the October Coalition, a local 
group promoting "affirmative action" 
schemes and endorsed by an Oakland 
cop organization, the disclosure of 
planned CIA/NSA "affirmative action" 
recruitment put the YSA on the spot. 
The YSA and October Coalition pro
vided a spectacle as they stampeded 
to disassociate themselves from the 
CIA/NSA "affirmative action." But 
support for this plan would be en
tirely consistent with their alliance 
with the cops. A black cop and a black 
CIA agent are no less the enemies of 
the black masses than are a white cop 
and his counterpart in the secret pOlice. 
It is precisely the class nature of the 
state and all its organs which the liber
als and reformists seek to obscure. 

On November 13 the YSA and its 

liberal cohorts staged a rally against 
UC complicity with the CIA but in 
support of university compliance with 
federal "affirmative action" guidelines. 
Predictably, the rally was nothing more 
than a Democratic Party extravaganza: 
the featured speaker was state 
assemblyman Ken Meade, who shared 
the platform with a representative from 
the Tom Hayden senatorial campaign. 

At this rally Democrat Meade and the 
YSA spokesman found common ground 
to oppose the CIA's encroachments on 
the "ivory tower" of the bourgeois 
university. Meade, speaking in the 
name of "a lot of regular human 
beings," found it distasteful that a 
symbol of "openness and understand
ing" like the university would col
laborate with the CIA. Likewise, the 
YSA opposed the CIA's campus re
cruitment on the basis that it has 
"nothing to do with education." 

While revolutionaries certainly op
pose university complicity with the 
repressi ve apparatus of the capitalist 
state (ROTC, cop training, CIA re
cruitment), this is not the same as 
building illusions in the "openness and 
understanding" of bourgeois society or 
its universities. Throughout the cam
paign against CIA/NSA recruitment at 
Berkeley, the YSA and its liberal 
friends strictly limited themselves to 
pro t est against campus "complicity 
with the war machine." In its social
patriotic campaign statement for ASUC 
elections ("A Socialist Student Govern-

"protect" black people from racist 
attacks. Envious of the Secret Service 
protection provided bourgeois candi
dates, SWP presidential candidate 
Peter Camejo has been quoted by the 
New York Times (30 September 1975) 
as demanding Secret Service protection 
for all presidential candidates, himself 
included! 

Social democrats and liberals 
preach the dangerous myth that the 
armed forces of the capitalist state can 
be forced through mass protest or 
legal reforms to defend the interests 
and organizations of the oppressed. 

ribbon" commissions and the rest of 
Watergate "dirty trick" paraphenalia. 

Moreover, "dirty tricks" have al
ways b2en the functioning norm for 
attacks on the working class anel the 
oppressed. It is only when such tac
tics are used against members of their 
own class, as in the case of Watergate, 
that the capitalist politiCians set up 
a hue and cry about the super-spy 
agencies getting out of hand. A New 
Rep;~blic (26 July 1975) article by Mor
ton Halperin, an associate of Marchetti, 
makes clear the liberal bourgeoisie's 
endorsement of "dirty tricks" directed 
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UCLA demonstration demands end to UC com p Ii cit y with CIA (top). Students march toward Berkeley recruitment 
center (bottom}. 

ment Would"), the YSA opposes the 
capitalist secret pOlice simply on the 
basis that "CIA and FBI tactics" are 
employed by the government "in blatant 
disregard for the Bill of Rights." 

YSA: "FBI agents for 
blacks, Secret Service for 
Camejo" 

Clinging to its liberal allies the 
YSA refused to raise the' slogan" Abol
ish the CIA/NSA," one of the de
mands of the united -front act ion s . At 
the November 13 rally, and again at 
the November 17 demonstration, the 
YSA speakers conspicuously avoided 
mentioning the need to smash these 
imperialist agencies. Although railing 
at the CIA and FBI for "disregarding 
the Bill of Rights," the SWP/YSA's 
own Bill of Rights for Working Peo
ple omits the call for abOlishing the 
CIA. 

Furthermore, calling for the aboli
tion of the CIA/NSA presents a contra
d i c t ion for these reformists who 
demand that the capitalist government 
send more cops, the imperialist army 
and even FBI -agents to Boston to 

RefUSing to recognize the fact that 
all government agencies serve the capi
talist class whose state depends on 
special bodies of armed men, the 
liberals oppose only those state func
tions which are particularly embarras
sing. These functions are called "dirty 
tricks," "illegitimate operations" and 
"subversive acts." -

But such sleazy operailonsas the 
Attica cover-up, the GARDEN I-LOT 
plan, the tracking down of Che Gue
vara and the Electronic Battlefield 
program are very much "business as 
usual" and a vital part of maintaining 
capitalist rule. The bourgeoisie needs 
its "dirty tricks" and "covert opera
tions" and will not give them up. 

"Dirty tricks" and compliCity do not 
"subvert" bourgeois society. Rather; 
Watergate tactics have always been one 
of the main props of bourgeois democ
racy. Engels pointed out in The Origin 
of the Family. Private Property and the 
State that because the dictatorship of 
the bourgeoisie is exercised indirectly 
in a democracy, it is for this reason 
exercised all the more surely. Am:mg 
the methods of capitalist rule are 
b rib e r y, frame-up, graft, "b 1 u e-

at those who are not "one of us." After 
recounting the secretiveness of the 
NSA, including its obj ection to releaSing 
the Pentagon Papers because they re
vealed NSA spying, this loyal opponent 
declared: "As long as NSA remained 
out of the domestic affairs of the 
nation, there was little reason to 
object. " 

The bourgeoisie's "national securi
ty" is above all the loyal opposition's 
starting point. At the November 13 
affirmative action rally, an October 
Coalition spokesman opposed the FBI's 
harassment of such groups as the South
ern Christian Leadership Conference, 
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee and the Black Muslims on 
the grounds that these groups posed no 
threat to "our nation's security." 
Nothing waS said about the murderous 
cop-FBI crusade against the Black 
P anther Party. Nothing was said about 
the secret police's. crimes against the 
working class and the oppressed. What 
worries the civil libertarians and the 
legality mongerers is that these agen
cies may be too large and far-reaching 
to efficiently serve the bourgeoisie. 
Com m u n i s t s call for the abolition 
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of the secret police-not to "purify" 
the un i v e r sit y or the go v ern
ment, but to disarm the capitalists 
in their campaigns of international 
counterrevolution! 

RSB cheers Cold War 
subversion 

In order to do its job for the U.S. 
bourgeoisie, the NSA directs most of 
its resources toward espionage against 
the Soviet Union, NSA planes routinely 
violate Russian airspace, and Holy
stone submarines, under NSA direc
tion, repeatedly penetrate Soviet waters 
inside the three-mile limit and fre
quently surface (!) in Vladivostok har
bor. NATO and CIA/NSA bases en
circle the USSR. The' largest concen
tration of NSA bases is in Turkey, 
where the imperialists' listening posts 
can easily monitor Russian nuclear 
missile testing in Central Asia as well 
as over the Caspian Sea missile test 
range. "Everything we did in Turkey," 
says an ex-NSA agent (Ramparts, Au
gust 1972), "was in direct support 
of some kind of military operation, 
usually something clandestine 
like 0 v e r fl i g h t s, in f i It rat ion s, 
penetrations. " 

Those seriously committed to fight
ing U.S. imperialism must take a firm 
stand in defense of the Soviet Union, 
China and all the bureaucratically de
generated and deformed workers 
states. Opposition to U.S. imperialism 
is only so much verbiage without un
conditional defense of all the degener
ated and deformed workers states from 
imperialist attack. 

The Maoists have failed this test 
with flying colors, At UCLA the Rev
olutionary Student Brigade (RSB) re
fused to partiCipate in the united-front 
Committee. At the November 17 rally 
at Berkeley the SYL speaker denounced 
an RSB leaflet which slandered 
the Soviet Union as an imperialist 
"superpower." The "anti-imperialist" 
RSB, whose participation in the anti
NSA actions was limited to one leaf
let full of adventurist big-talk ("Come 
to the Rally .•. and let's see if we 
can turn it into a fighting action to 
really throw these pig recruiters off 
our campus!!") were content to heckle 
from the sidelines. One of them, re
sponding to the SYL speaker, screamed, 
"The Soviet Union is imperialist and 
everybody knows it!" "Everybody," 
presumably, except the capitalists and 
their secret police. 

Behind Maoists' ideological attack 
on the Soviet state is the Chinese 
bureaucracy's "detente" with imperi
alism and its "unite9. front" with NATO 
against Russia. The Maoists' theories 
of "Soviet social-imperialism" are 
needed to justify their attempted alli- . 
ance with the real imperialists! 

The Chinese criminally applaud 
, CIA/NSA activities against their "num~ 

ber one enemy, n the USSR. The Chin
else Stalinists are a,mong the most 
bellicose supporters of NATO and U.S. 
"security operations" in Europe (see 
"Schlesinger Sacking Upsets Maoists" 
on page two of this issue). 

In order to crush the pro-Moscow 
Popular Movement for the Liberation 
of Angola, the Chinese bureaucracy 
joins the CIA in supporting with ad
visors and aid the murderously anti
Communist National Front for the Lib
eration of Angola. Likewise, the Portu
guese Maoists have formed an anti-

Communist bloc with the Portuguese 
Socialist Party, which the CIA has 
funded with millions of dollars. Both 
Peking and Washington support the 
Ethiopian military dictatorship, which 
pro v ide s the N S A with bases for 
spying on the USSR. China refuses to 

,support the independence struggle in 
the Ethiopian province of Eritrea, which 
has for c e d the dis man tl i n g of the 
Kagnew NSA base in Azmura, Ethiopia. 
Peking only growls when the CIA gets 
too close for its comfort. 

"What's wrong with taping 
a conversation ... ?" 

But as far as domestic operations 
by the CIA and FBI, the Chinese 
certainly do not intend to upset "de
tente" by denouncing these campaigns 
against communists, labor militants, 
black radicals and even liberals. On 
the contrary, Mao has defended the 
crook Nixon and Watergate. After his 
talks with Mao this summer, the Thai 
Premier Kukrit Pramoj reported Mao's 
remark that the Watergate scaridal was 
the result of "too much freedom in 
the United States"! As for CIA/NSA/ 
FBI wire-tapping and electronic sur
veillance, Mao contends: "What's wrong 
with taping a conversation when you 
happen to have a tape recorder with 
you? Most people in America love play
ing with tape recorders" (quoted in 
New York Times, 10 July). 

Drive the CIA/NSA off 
campus! 

The current round of Congressional 
investigations directed against the CIA 
and FBI, "revealing" facts which have 
long been known, has as its aim a 
shake-up which will result in more 
secretive and efficient "national secur
ity" agencies. Students must not be 
lulled by the liberal· iU us ion that 
these spy agencies are susceptible to 
far-reaching reforms. 

We understand that only victorious 
proletarian revolution can smash the 
CIA/NSA. But these repressive agen
cies must not be free to send their 
agents onto campus to recruit for their 
counterrevolutionary operations. Mass 
protest can have an impact. Last year 
at Yale University, an SYL propa
ganda campaign against announced CIA 
recruitment on campus resulted in the 
cancellation of the CIA interviews. 
Now more than ever is the time to 
mount mass mobilizations and organ
ize militant protests that can drive 
these insidious spies and hit-men for 
imperialism off campus! • 

AS WE GO TO PRESS, the Oakland 
Tribune (November 26) reports that at 
the UC San Diego campus on No
vember 25,militant students protesting 
CIA recruitment on campus managed 
to enter a meeting of the Academic 
Senate where UC President D avid Saxon 
was speaking. Confronted by the mili
tant students, who fired questions about 
UC complicity with the CIAjNSA,Saxon 
was escorted by the cops to a squad 
car outSide; but this collaborator of 
the CIA/NSA was forced to walk a 
gauntlet of chanting and shouting stu
dents. As he dived into the cop car, the 
demonstrators pounded on the car and 
continued chanting, until his friends in 
blue could extricate themselves and 
whisk Saxon away. 
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The Unsp.eakable Remains UnSDoken-

Maoists Trumpet 
Formation of 
Ethiopian Party 

NEW YORK CITY-The formation of 
the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary 
Party (EPRP) was celebrated here on 
November 14 at a rally which drew 800 
people. The event featured a coiistella
tion of Maoist luminaries-including 
Irwin Silber of the Guardian and Paul 
Sweezy of Monthl'y Review as well as 
representatives from the Khmer Rouge, 
Communist Party of Canada (Marxist
Leninist), Palestinian Liberation Or
ganization and the Workers Congress 
-who droned on past midnight in plat
itudinous praise of Mao Thought and its 
embodiment, the Chi n e s e Stalinist 
bureaucracy. 

Conspicuously a b sen t from the 
roster was the Eritreans for Liberation 
in North America (ELNA), an organiza
tion which in the past has collaborated 
closely with Ethiopian Maoists in this 
country. The ELNA greeted the EPRP 
by distributing a statement attacking 
its soft-pedalling of the E t h i 0 pia n 
junta's genocidal war against the just 
s t rug g 1 e of the E:d t rea n s for 
independence, 

Ever since opening diplomatic rela
tions with the Ethiopian government, 
the Chinese Stalinist bureaucracy has 
refrained from supporting the inde
pendence struggle in Eritrea and has 
refused to condemn the genocidal war 
waged first by "anti-imperialist" Haile 
Selassie and now by the Ethiopian junta 
(for details see, "Peking Promotes 
Ethiopian Junta, n Yaung Spartacus, No
vember 1975). At therally,onespeaker 
after another avoided dis c u s si n g 
Chinese foreign policy; not one ofthese 
shamefaced Maoists would dare defend 
Mao's sup p 0 r t for the reactionary 
Ethiopian junta. 

Likewise, the World Federation of 
Ethiopian Students, many of whose 
members now appear to be supporters 
of the EPRP, refuses even to mention 
Eritrea (see especially its Resolution 
on the Present International Sih,wlion). 
And the program of the EPRP passes 
over the Ethiopia-Eritrea conflict in 
one-yes, just one-s en ten c e. The 
EPRP pledges "to condemn and to 
struggle against the military slaughter 
of the Eritrean people to solve the 

question: to ensure that the Eritrean 
question is resolved peacefully and 
democratically." This is nothing but 
vile national chauvinism of the Kautsky
He stripe, which Lenin denounced as 
"d e'f end i n g the rig h t of s e If
determination hypocritically and by 
words alone." 

The statement distributed by the 
ELNA correctly points out that the 
E PRP, by refUSing to unambiguously 
support the struggle of the Eritrean 
people against Ethiopian domination, 
"objectively collaborates with the 
rabid, chauvinist and aggressive war 
of genocide" being waged by the bar
barous junta. However, while lambast
ing the EPRP which has simply applieg, 
the Chinese line, the ELNA cynically 
refuses to utter, one word of criticism 
a g a ins t the . sell 0 u t "p e ace f u 1 
coexistence" deals of the Maoist bu
reaucracy. The Stalinist leaders of the 
E LNA cover up the fact that the Maoist 
bureaucracy hails the junta for its 
defense of '~national integrity," which 
translates into backhanded support for 
Ethiopia'n subjugation of Eritrea. 

Both the EPRP and the ELNA are 
united in their determination to front for 
the Chinese bureaucracy. In August 
the New York leadership of the ELNA 
ref use d to p'ermit the Spa r t a cis t 
League/Spartacus youth League to 
present greetings to its congress
despite an earlier formal invitation
precisely because we coupled our un
equivocal call for the military victory 
of the Eritrean forces with a criticism 
of Mao's baCk-stabbing betrayal. Simi
larly, at the New York meeting the 
EPRP confiscated literature from a 
Yaung SPartacus salesman and enforced 
a written-questions-only procedure 
during the "discussion" period. 

As long as the EPRP and the ELNA 
cling to their Stalinist mentors these 
would-be revolutionaries are doomed 
to at best apologizing for every betrayal 
and every twist and turn of the Chinese 
bureaucracy. For the military victory 
of the Eritrean independence forces! 
For socialist revolution against the 
reactionary Ethiopian junta! • 

CLEVELANO---------. 

PROTEST VIETNAMESE 
WAR CRIMINAL KYI 

NEWSWEEK 

for more information, 
call: Cleveland SYL, 
(216) 371-3643 
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"I WANT TO INFUSE IN 
OUR YOUTH THE SAME 
FANATICISM, THE SAME 
DEDICATION, THE SAME 
FIGHTING SPIRIT AS 
HITLER INFUSED IN HIS 
PEOPLE." 

-Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky 

Friday, December 5, 11:30 a.m. 
City Club, Downtown Cleveland 
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RSB Going 
Nowhere ... 
Continued from page 12 
year, the RU has clung to an indispu
tably reactionary position against the 
busing of black children, shamelessly 
trumpeted last fall in the slogan, "The 
People Must Unite to Smash Busing." 
The RCP organizes now on the fringes 
of the racist anti-busing movements 
in Boston and Louisville. 

These positions are now also the 
property of the RSB: It is, however, 
the RCP's abject loyalty to the trait
orous Chi n e s e bureaucracy which 
represents the essence of its political 
bankruptcy. China, in its reactionary 
drive to array forces against the So
viet Union, has become the most vocal 
defender of U.S. imperialism's inter
ests around the world and the greatest 
champion of U.S. arms build-up. Stu
dents who join the RSB may someday 
find themselves marching in a pro
NATO demonstration and campaigl;ing 
for Henry Jackson for president. The 
RCP/RSB's servile toadying to the 
Chinese line < is leading it inexorably 
in that direction. 

In his address to the convention, 
RCP National Chairman Bob Avakian 
lectured RSB members that Russia, 
while a workers state for 40 years, was 
nOw "an imperialist-capitalist state." 
Avakian then called for a 

" ... broad anti-imperialist united front 
with millions in this country and else
where who take up the fight against 
imperialism. We don't know what form 
the struggle will take and nobody else 
does either. We have to learn from the 
masses. " 

Avakian's naivete is exceedingly 
disingenous. We do know what mass 
anti-Russia and anti-busing movements 
look like: ttle first was called cold
war McCarthyism and threatened nu
clear war against the Soviet Union; the 
second is organized by Louise Day 
Hicks and ROAR in Boston and leads to 
the terrorizing of black people. 

The other major decision of the 
RSB conference was to focus a national 
campaign around the· slogan, "Fight for 
Mass Decent Education." All the RSB's 
projections for mass struggle around 
this issue notwithstanding, it must be 
clear why the RSB has chosen budget 
cuts as its main political priority: it 
is the only issue in its program for 
which it could get a hearing from 
students on the majority of the tradi
tionally political college campuses. The 
bulk of its program-viciously anti
busing, implicity pro-NATO, anti
homosexual and anti-Equal Rights 
Amendment-is not only reactionary 
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but presently quite unpopular! 

Anti-Trotskyist tirade 
The convention's workshop on Trot

skyism drew a large crowd, which was 
harangued with the yerbal abuse and 
historical falsification which typically 
pass for political polemic among the 
Maoists. The SL/SYL was singled out 
for slanderous attack on the basis of 
Our slogan in the antiwar nlJvement, 
"All Indochina Must Go Communist:" 
This slogan l1lust indeed give the RC P, 
RSB some cause for consternation, 
since there is no longer any doubt 
that the military victories of the NLF, 
the Cambodian F ALN and the Pathet 
Lao did smash capitalist rule in those 
countries and created three non
capitalist states, which are, however, 
qualitatively deformed by the Stalinist 
reg i m e s w h i c j1 parasitically rule 
over the working class. The "first," 
"democratic" s tag e of the revolu
tion, for so long characterized as in
dispensible both by the Stalinist forces 
in Indochina and their Maoist cheer
leaders in this country ane! used as a 
justification for the most brutal betray
~ls of the Indochinese masses, simply 
never materialized. 

The workshop leader "summed-up" 
his polemi.c: "The right Trots (SWI=-) say 
nothing must go communist and the left 
Trots (SL) say everything must go com
munist. But these are both the same be
cause they are both out of touch with the 
mass line." With this gem of inSightful 
analYSiS, the Maoists try to deny the 
revolutionary struggle of the SL/SYL, 
which stands in contrast to both the loud
mouth reformism of the RCP/RSB and 
the respectable reformism of the SWP / 
YSA. The workshop ended with an ad
monition for RSB chapters to "protect" 
their forums from Trotskyists, with 
lead pipes if necessary. 

The Marxist revolutionary party 
embodies the historical experience of 
the working class and is alone capable 
of leading the struggle for socialism. 
The youth organization of the vanguard 
party is therefore necessarily politi
cally subordinate to the party. However, 
in order to train the next generation 
of communist leader,s, J,lle youth organ
ization must maintain an organizational 
autonomy with its own active internal 
political life and leadership; The poli
tical education of the youth involves 
not only discussion but the experiences 
of decision and action. It is no accident 
that the RCP/RSB makes a mockery of 
this tradition of the Marxist youth 
movelllent, which extends back to Karl 
Liebknecht. 

Democratic centralism is meaning
ful only as the organizational expres
sion of a revolutionary program and a 
combat party. The cadres of a Bol
shevik pa:rty and its youth organization 
are recruited and forged on the basis 
of a high level of ideological and 
programmatic selection. At the service 
of reformists like the RCP/RSB, 
organizational discipline is simply a 
club used to eliminate opposition and 
enforce implementation of political 
flip-flops and line changes. 

Children of the damned 
The RCP leadership may have hoped 

to have at its command teams of mind
less militants ever ready to be whipped 
up at the demagogic call of Avakian. 
But continually bounced between empty 
exhortations to "fight back" and the 
obligation to argue for a line which is 
increaSingly untenable and reactionary, 
the present rapid turnover of RSB 
membership will continue and the 
"right-on"s" will get increaSingly 
hollow. ' 

Already the RSB evidences disorien
tation. Its national priority is organiz
ing against budget cuts; New York City 
and the CUNY system face a financial 
assault of mammoth proportions. ,But 
the RSB has been demonstrably absent 
from most of the demonstrations of 
thousands which have been staged in 
New York every few days for the last 
two weeks. The revolutionary criticism 
leveled by the SYL against the RSB will 
speed its stagnation and help to propel 
it in the same dil'ection as the succes
sion of other Maoist student groups 
from RYM II to the Attica Brigades
into the dustbin of history .• 

Young Spartacus 

NSCAR Local 
Actions Flop 
CHICAGO--November 22 was the date 
set for local anti-racist activities 
across the country org'anized by the Na
tional Student Coalition Against Racism 

. (NSCAR), a fake coalition run by the 
fake- Trotskyist Soc i a lis t Workers 
Party/Young' Socialist Alliance {SWl'j 
YSAL For the SWp/YSA the NSCAR 
was to replace its long defunct anti
war coalition and anti-abortion-laws 
coalition as a vehicle for pulling large 
numbers into "mass actions" behind 
liberal slogans and in front of plat
forms with liberal speakers. 

Initially NSCAR was able to mobil
ize modest size marches and confer
ences in, Boston around the issue of 
sup po r t for s c h 001 desegregation 
through an alliance with the legalist 
National Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People (NAACP). But 
when the NAACP lost interest in co
sponsoring endless "mass marches" in 
Boston, the last national conference of 
NSCAR was forced to set its sights 
considerably lower as far as booking 
"big name" speakers and to shift from 
Boston marches to local work. 

Here in the Midwest the November 
22 NSCAR activities were an abysmal 
failure. In Detroit the NSCAR events 
were to feature black high school youth 
from Boston giving eyewitness accounts 
of the present inflamed racial atmos
phere in South Boston High and other 
schools and neighborhoods in Boston. 
The accounts of black youth who are 
daily subj ected to cop harassment are a 
powerful empirical refutation of the 
NSCAR program calling for federal 
troops and cops to "enforce the law" 
and "protect" the black people of Bos
ton from racist attacks. But the featured 
speakers never arrived, and the NSCAR 
anti-racist "event" proved to be less 
than uneventful. 

In Cleveland, NSCAR had gone all 
out in organizing for an all-day pro
gram of speakers and panels at Cleve
land State University. The first panel 
of the day was on political prisoners. 
Although a few interested students 
appeared, not one of the scheduled 
speakers turned up. NSCAR certainly 
could not have been very confident in 
its other "scheduled" speakers, as 
an NSCAR spokesman announced that 
the activities for the remainder of the 
day were also being cancelled! "Thank' 
you for coming, and please keep in 
tOUCh," he concluded. 

In Chicago the NSCAR at least was 
capable of holding its scheduled event: 
a debate over bUSing featuring the pro
busing Urban League and NAACP on 
one side and the anti-busing 'Woodlawn 
Organization and University of Chicago 
sociologist James Col e man on the 
other. Sharing the platform with these 
featured speakers was the ubiquitous 
Maceo Dixon, national spokesman of the 
NSCAR. 

While the debate was polite and 
proper, Maceo Dixon sung the finale 
With .an im.::>assioned tribute to the 
"peaceful, legal" civil rights move
ment of Dro Martin Luther King. Today, 
Dixon concluded, the SWP;'YSA and 
NSCAR have a role to play in "giving 
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the liberals some backbone." Dixon's 
backbone, however, is astonishingly 
supple. After bowing low before the 
NAACP speaker and defending school 
desegregation and bUSing, MaceoDixon 
--an agile opportunist-spun around and 
bent over backwardS for Woodlawn 
Organization president E. Duke McNeil: 
"We don't support the whole concept of 
integration. " 

Brother Dixon then proceeded to 
cuddle up to McNeil, whose "blaCk 
cap ita 1 i s t" Woodlawn Organization 
advocates the redirecting of funds pres
ently used in bUSing programs into 
"community controlled schools." To 
black capitalists and black bureaucrats 
like M cN eil, "separate but equal" is 
deSirable, because they, and only they, 
stand to ben e fit from state fu nd s 
poured into the "community" through 
outfits like the Woodlawn Organization. 

As the SWP/YSA's efforts to equate 
"black capitalism" and "community 
control" schemes with black liberation 
became more incom~Jrehensible, Willy 
Curtis from the West Englewood Com
munity Organization, a black com
munity con t r 0 1 group, polemicized 
vehemently against integration. When 
Nazi party scum wanted to march into 
the black community to continue their 
campaign of terrorism against inte
gration in Marquette Park in South 
Chicago, Curtis vigorously attempted 
to keep the black families "in their 
homes" and away from an anti-Nazi 
demonstration. "The Nazis are just a 
camouflage," Curtis assured the con
ference, "and besides-to some degree 
we share the belief that the community 
should remain white!" When two angry 
black women from International Black 
Appeal heckled Curtis, denounced his 
passivity and shouted their determin
ation to fight the Nazis through demon
strations and t h r 0 ugh active self
defense of their homes, Curtis told 
them to shut up, because they were 
only women! These are the allies the 
SWP has found for itself in its dis
gusting capitulation to liberal support 
for free speech for everyone, including 
Nazi scum. 

"Mark Friedman from the Labor 
Struggle Caucus of United Auto Workers 
Local 6, a militant opposition caucus, 
pointed out that none of the panelists 
had proposed anything to lead the fight 
for integration except some form of 
reliance on the same racist capitalist 
government that protected segregation 
schemes. The way forward lies in 
following the example of UAW Local 6, 
which set up a union defense guard to 
protect a black member's home fire
bombed by these same Nazi scum. 

Spartacist League spokesman Len 
Meyers denounCed SWP/YSA illusions 
in the capitalist government, declaring 
that communists support busing, "not 
because they believe the ruling class 
can be pressured into relieVing the 
massive oppression of black people
but because integration' of black and 
white workers paves the way for their 
united struggle to <sweep the exploiters 
out of power.". 
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Den of Thieves ... 
Continued from page 3 

"concern" for human rights! 
However, the U.S. resolution on 

amnesty for political prisoners was 
intended only to be a maneuver, just 
like the Arab-backed anti-Zionism res
olution. Once amendments broadening 
the category "political prisoner" began 
to be heaped on the resolution, the U.S. 
promptly withdrew it on November 21. 

"Free all political 
prisoners?" 

Unlike Amnesty International, we do 
not counterpose to such hypocritical 
and selective resolutions the slogan, 
"Free All Political Prisoners." This 
demand is vague, class-neutral and at 
best civil libertariano 

We do not fight for the civil liber
ties of fascists and similar ultra
reactionary action groups. In Portugal 
today, for example, the demand for the 
release of "all political prisoners" can 
be translated into a call for the freedom 
of the Salazarist stormtroopers, the 
PIDEo Such elements would playa major 
role in organizing murderous reaction
ary terror and f 0 men tin g rightist 
mobilizations. In India, this s log all 
would e nco m pas s the communalist 
terror gangs, many of whose members 
have been jailed by Indira Gandhi. The 
release of these scum would lead to an 
intensification of violence against the 
Harijans ("untouchables") and Muslim 
minorityo 

As Leninists, we fight for the broad
est democratic rights for the working 
people. Our irreconcilable opposition 
to recognizing civil liberties for fas
cists, however, does not mean we ig
nore the victimization of liberal or 
even conservative bourgeois political 
opponents of authoritarian regimes, 
such as Chile, Iran and India. 

As part of our struggle to wrest 
from the bourgeois state the maximum 
possible democratic rights for the op
pressed, we refuse to defend the civil 
liberties of the fascists and ultra
rea c t ion a r y paramilitary action 
groups. 

At the same time, we formulate our 
defense slogans to incorporate our 
working-class biaso Thus, in contrast 
to the Iranian Students ASSOCiation, 
which demands "Free All Political 
Prisoners in Iran," the SYL raises 
the slogan, "Free All Victims of the 
Shah's White Terror!" 

In Russia, China and the other 
bureaucratically 'deformed w 0 r k e r s 
states, we likewise must draw a sharp 
djstinction bet wee n the actively 

"Chicago Boys': .. 
Continued from page 4 

aid to the junta sharply and has broad
ened the audience for radical pOlitics 
on c ~ m pus. The Committee plans 
to organize discussions in the dor
mitories and to further detail the 
institutional connections between UC 
and the junta. 

Within the Committee, the SYL is 
now proposing a d ram at i c public 
"tribunal" on Friedman/Harberger's 
services to the junta. This tribunal 
would hear the massive e v ide n c e 
proving the complicity of these pro
fessors with the junta. Friedman and 
Harberger should be challenged to come 
out from their gargoyled ivory tower. 
The tribunal would be a means to 
boldly show the crimes of the "Chi
cago Boys" and provide a focus for 
the organization of f u t u r e militant 
actions. The SYL would fight for a 
loud and clear verdict: "GUILTY!" 
D ri ve Friedman and Harberger off 
campus through protest and exposure!. 

counterrevolutionary opponents of the 
collectivist system and the unjustly 
per sec ute d dissidents whose only 
"crime" is to speak out ag'ainst 
tot ali tar ian sup pre s s ion by 
the S tal i n i s t beaucracies. But in 
counterposition to Henry Jackson 
and the imperialists, whose hypo
'critical' concern for "human rights" 
behind the "Iron Curtain" masks their 
counterrevolutionary in t l' i g u e sand 
goals, Trotskyists link the demand for 
an end to the repression of the "demo
cratic opposition" with the call for a 
workers political revolution to smash 
the parasitic Stalinist bureaucracy and 

,to establish genuine soviet democracy. 

In this context we call for the release 
of the still-imprisoned Chinese Trot
skyists and freedom for the Russian 
"democratic oppositionists." The Rus
sian opposition is politically heterogen
eous: but at least some of these self
styled "democratic oppositionists"
but by no means all-are apparantly 
subjectively sincere SOCialists, many of 
whom may be won to the side of the 
proletariat in a political revolution, as 
occurred in Hungary in 1956. 

.. . on the move? 
If you ,wa:lt to ke 1) recel vll1g your 

n1CL',':hly Yaung SPartacus please let 
us k!1J'N at least two weeks before 
you move. 

Send your new and old address to: 
Spartacus youth Publishing Co. 
Box 825, Canal Street Station 
New York, NY 10013 

While 've are opposed to granting 
fascists ,up democratic rights, we do 
not call l' jon the bourgeois state to 
imprison tuese scum. As history de
monstrates, the capitalist state will 
e n act laws pro s c rib i n g "extremist 
movements" only to persecute the left 
and labor movement more conSistently 
and viciously than the ultra-right. The 
reactionaries must be defeated; but 
only the independent mass mobilization 
of the working people and the formation 
of workers defense squads can smash 
the fascists and reliably defend the 
rights and 0 r g ani z at ion s of the 
oppressed. 

The UN, that pigsty of diplomatic 
deceit and power politics, will never 
free the class-war prisoners around 
the world. While liberals and Stalinists 
build illusions in the UN, we point to 
the urgent need for an international 
workers defense, modelled on the early 
International Labor Defense and Inter
national Red Aid inspired and organized 
by the Communist International under 
Lenin and Trotsky. Only the workers 
of the world can free the millions of 
class-war prisoners!. 

!--_______ Keply to the Guardlan_ 
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Confronted with Militant Protest at Columbia 

Iranian Royalty 
Runs Amok 

NEW YORK CITY, November ll-The 
Iranian Student Association (ISA) today 
marched through the Columbia Univer
sity campus to protest the arrival of 
Princess Asl\raf Pahlavi, the sister of 
the Shah of Iran and long an influential 
figure in his pOlice-state regime. Ash
raf Pahlavi met with the president of 
the university at a formal business 
luncheon on cam pus to finalize a 
$360,000 deal between the Iranian 
government and Columbia. 

Columbia UniverSity, whose Board 
of Trustees includes several oil ty
coons, has for years maintained care
fully veiled relations with the dictator
ship ruling from the throne in Teheran. 
The Shah, awarded an honorary degree 
by the university, finances the "Iran 
Center," which is headed by Professor 
Yarshater, reputed to be a member of 
the Shah's secret police (SAVAK). 

The ISA marched to the faculty club, 
where Ashraf Pahlavi was dining, and 
set up a militant picket-line demonstra
tion. In an almost unbelievable fit of 
a r i s to c rat i c contempt, Princess 
Ashraf and her party rushed to the 
overlooking balcony window and began 
chucking eggs at the protesting stu
dents below! Only a line of burly 
New York City cops and the several 
lurking SAVAK agents held the infuri
ated students back from giving the 
Princess her just "desserts." 

But only b 0 u r g e 0 i s propriety 
restricted Ash r a f to merely hurl 
eggs at those protesting the murder
ous repression unleashed by the Shah. 
In Iran, the protests of the oppressed 
masses are met with a rain of bullets 
and hideous torture. 

Among the ranks of the ISA are 
many who look to China for revolution
ary guidance. These Iranian student 
militants would do well to recall 
another recent banquet honoring the 
degenerate Princess Ashraf: the offi
cial state dinner which the Chinese 
Maoist bureaucracy staged for Ashraf 
in Peking on May 19. The relations 
there between Ashraf and the Maoists 
couldn't have been more cordial. Ac
cording to the report in Peking Review 
(23 May), Chinese Vice-Premier Li 
Hsien-nien, toasting the "warm and 
friendly atmosphere" with cynical effu
Siveness, declared that "the Sino'
I ran ian friendship tree which Her 

Madison 

Imperial Highness played a part in 
culti vating' is g l' 0 win g sturdily and 
bearing fruit. " 

Permit us to interject that Ashraf 
has been involved in "cultivating," all 
right. In fact, "Her Imperial Highness" 
for many years has been known to be 
an international heroin and 0 p i u 111 

smuggler! In the early 1960's, for 
example, Ashraf Pahlavi was nabbed 
by Swiss bo~der pOlice as she was 
hauling several suitcases full of heroin. 

While repugnant to all who oppose 
the Shah's white terror, the Chinese 
Stalinists' regaling of royal dope push
ers and sadistic tyrants represents 
only the protocol befitting the betrayals 
committed under the guise of "peaceful 
coexistence." Ever since the Chinese 
bureaucracy secured diplomatic rela
tions with Iran in 1971, Peking has 
refused to denounce the Shah much less 
to advocate the revolutionary destruc
tion of his dictatorial regime. 

While rhetorically hailing anti
imperialist struggles when convenient, 
the Chinese bureaucracy has ceased 
all material aid and open political 
support for the guerrillas struggling in 
the Dhofar province of the Persian 
Gulf state of Oman against feudal 
reaction and massive counter-insur
gency operations conducted by the Shah. 
In fact, the Chinese no longer even 
mention the Dhofar struggle. In an 
article entitled "New Trends in the 
Gulf Countries," Peking Review (1 
August 1975) shamelessly hails the 
Shah's role as pOliceman of the Gulf, 
noting with satisfaction his achieve
m ents in promoting n security and 
stability in the Gulf area"! 

The Iranian students who so justly 
despise the Shah and desire to struggle 
for the revolution which will bring the 
working masses of Iran to power cannot 
ignore these betrayals by the Chinese 
Stalinists. ISA militants must reject 
the Stalinist strategy of class collabor
ation, for which the Chinese bureaucra
cy has betrayed the Dhofaris, just as 
the Russian bureaucrats have betrayed 
the Kurds. 

All clandestine ties between Colum
bia UniverSity and the Shah's regime 
must be severed! For the construction 
of Trotskyist parties in the Near and 
Middle East! Down with the Shah
For socialist revolution in Iran!. 

Stop Administration Purge 
of Leftist Professor! 

At the Madison campus of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin, Finley Campbell, 
assistant professor in the Afro
American Studies Department and also 
national co-chairman of the Committee 
Agai~st Racism (CAR), faces a threat
ened administration purge. Campbell 
was informed in October that the re
quirements for his tenure had been 
changed; the administration notified 
him that his review date had been 
moved up six months, that the decision 
would now be based primarily on his 
published materials and that any de
cision taken by the Afro-American 
Studies Department was subject to ap
proval by administration higher-ups. 
An 0 f f i cia 1 in the Afro-American 
Studies Department told Campbell that 
his chances for tenure would be greatly 
enhanced if he "quit CAR." 

In response to this administration 
chicanery, the CAR on campus initiated 
an informational campaign centering on 
a petition drive to pressure the ad
ministration to back off. At a CAR 

meeting on November 4, the Spartacus 
Youth League in Madison solidarized 
with efforts to defend Campbell and 
proposed a united-front campaign 
raiSing the demand that Campbell not 
be fired. Unfortunately, CAR and its 
mentors in the Progressive Labor Par
ty rej ected a united-front campaign, ar
guing that "other groups and individ
uals" should Simply support the CAR 
petition drive. 

Although we have considerable polit
ical differences with Campbell and 
CAR, the SYL regards denial of tenure 
for this outspoken radical professor 
as an attack on the left which must be 
protested. A petition campaign is cer
tainly one of the tactics which should 
be employed to publicize this case and 
build support. A broad-based united 
front reaching out to all who oppose the 
administration's dis c rim ina tor y 
maneuvers for firing Campbell is the 
most effective means to block this 
clear-cut attempted purge,. 

" 
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Bureaucratic 
Charade at Second 
National Conference 

"Heavy!" ... "Right on!" ... "Tell it 
like it is!" ... "Get down!" An orches-
trated cacophony of revival-meeting 
2xclamations and pep-rally hooting 
)rovided the" enthusiasm" at the second 
1ational conference of the Revolution
uy Student Brigade (RSB), held in 
::::hicago over the November 8-10 week
end. When these juvenile Stalinists 
:inally "got down" to business, it was 
;0 accomplish only one chore: a "self
transformation" into the open youth 
auxiliary of the Revolutionary Com
munist Party (RCP), the "self-trans
formed" former Revolutionary Union 
(RU). 

At the opening of the conference 
the RSB was simply "an independent, 
anti~imperialist student group." When 
RSB members left the conference, they 
claimed to have become "communists" 
and members of the "mass communist 
student organization" of the RCF. The 
vehicle for this transformation was a 
motion presented by the RC P to the 
RSB conference. The mot ion was 
passed with little serious conference 
debate and over conSiderable pro
test, much of which was raised by 
RSB m e m b e r s who thought t hat 
"Marxism-Leninism" would "alienate" 
too many students. The goons spaced 
every twelve feet around the auditor
ium and the repeated friskings of 
conference partiCipants no doubt were 
intended to inject "seriousness" into 
the otherwise juvenile proceedings and 
emphasized the "macho" image so 
cultivated by these workerist Maoists. 

Only slightly over a year ago, when 
the Attica Brigades were similarly 
"transformed n into the RSB, the Bri
gade defined itself as "independent" 
and purposely limited its political bas
is to a minimal "two prinCiples of 
unity" in an attempt to build a nation
al campus-based youth movement on 
the politics of bankrupt New Leftism: 

"We have two principles of unity. We 
support all national liberation strug
gles around the world, as exemplified 
by the NLF-PRG of S. Vietnam. And we 
also support the fight of oppressed 
people here in the U.S." 

-Fight Back, November 1973 

At that time the RU apparently believed 
that such a low-level, apolitical pro
gram would assure a rapid growth of 
the RSB, which would serve as a 
front group and recruitment pool for 
the RU itself. 

Identity Crisis 

When the RU reversed its posi
tion and decided to impose its political 
program on the RSB, the RSB post
poned its sec 0 n d national confer
ence, originally s c h e d u 1 e d for last 
June, with a lame explanation about 
the need for more "discussion" 
around this and other proposals. The 
RSB n ear 1 y disappeared over the 
summer, presumably occupied with 
internal discussions, as the RU at
tempted to "d e e pen the understand
ing" of reluctant and vacillating RSB 
members. 

The new fa c e of the RSB is pawn
ed off as the outcome of its alleged 
"successes" in the last year of cam
pus organizing. The RSB "explains" 
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thusly: 

"With the base it has built on the 
campuses and the experiences won in 
struggle, it became clear that the RSB 
would be strengthened by closer ties 
to the rising struggle of the working 
class and that the advanced students 
who had come forward were eager to 
take the stand of the working class and 
become communists. 
"The change in the Brigade from an 
independent, anti-imperialist organi
zation to the student organization of 
the Rep means a better basis for 
forging stronger links between the 
student movement and the overall class 
struggle .•.. n 

-Revolution, 15 November 1975 

However hard the RSB Maoists wish 
to believe this glorified picture of 
their activities, even the Thought of 

harden their respective memberships 
against each other and against any 
uneasiness which might result from the 
Chinese bureaucracy's increaSingly 
vociferous role as supporter of U.S. 
imperialism's interests a r 0 un d the' 
world. Thus, the October League (OL) 
has just unveiled its youth group, the 
Communist youth Organization. 

"Getting down" ... and down 
... and down 

The RSB may now consider itself a 
"communist" organization, but students 
will have trouble distinguishing the old 
line from the "new" one in its campus 
work. RSB organizing on the campuses 
will continue to consist of setting up 
bureaucratically dominated fro n t 

P eop I e uniting to smash busing: RU calls on workers to strike agai:lst busing 
(bottom); Kentucky high school students out on racist school boycott (top). 

Chairman Avakian won't make it so. 
The voluntarist enthusings of the RU/ 
RSB did not recreate the student acti
vism of the 1960's. In fact, the RSB's 
adventurist stunts and know-nothing 
politics over the last school year earned 
it the contempt of man y political 
students. 

The RCP's clamor for a diSCiplined 
youth group is a cynical maneuver, 
motivated by organizational appetite 
and justified by the rather belated 
"discovery" that "a better version of 
the formula that worked 10 years ago 
would not necessarily work now" 
(quoted from an untitled and undated 
RU document which argues for changing 
the RSB into a communist youth group). 
The high-volume but vacuous polemiCS 
that have gone on in the Maoist move
ment for the last two years encouraged 
all the Maoist groups to attempt to 

groups which attempt to "unite" stu
dents around the lowest possible poli
tical level. In fact, one of the RCP's 
chief complaints about the RSB's pre
vious structure is that it hampered the 
RSB's ability to set up front groups! In 
its document to the RSB conference 
the RCP states: 

" ..• in the drive to develop the Brigade 
as an 'independent' organization so 
that the masses of students would want 
to join, we would water down the 
revolutionary leadership that the stu
dents needed-thus ton e d down or 
watered down Marxism led the student 
movement." 

But at the same time, 
" •.• with the Brigade being the main 
mass organization the masses of stu
dents were to join--the advanced revo
lutionary minded students were not 
conSistently go in g out among the 
masses of students, building struggles 

and mass organizations that would be 
open for students to join and get 
invol ved in. n 

This spectacle of the RSB building 
organizations into which it can then 
safely and thoroughly liquidate becomes 
clear in the following anecdote, also 
from the RCP's document: 

"Some of the best examples of the 
problems of the Brigade's 'independent' 
character came out whenever the Bri
gade tried to organize a study group 
among the students it was bringing into 
motion and struggle. Something it could 
never straighten out no' matter how 
many times the RSB or RU summed 
them up. 'Problems' developed because 
Brigade members wanted to study 
Marxism-Leninism-and not Felix 
Greene's, The Enemy. The futility of 
trying to lead the 'independent'revolu
tionary study group was probably best 
(or worst) shown by a Brigade study 
group of Red Papers 5 once held in 
NY. The members were not allowed to 
talk of the pages of Stalin's formulation 
on the national question." 

Having understood the "mass line" 
by uniting with "average" people, the 
RSB's tactical plan calls for attempting 
to bring the struggle to a "higher" 
level. One example given at the confer
ence of such "consciousness-raising" 
was turning a student protest march 
into a seizure of a campus building; 
once the consciousness of the masses 
is raised in this fashion to a sufficient
ly high level, promises the RSB, they 
will be able to "get dOwn" and make 
a revolution! 

Such infantile posturing is coupled 
in the RSB's campus work with an 
hysterical fear of exposing its mem
bers and contacts to the politics of 
other pol it i cal organizations. Its 
sectarianism b a c k fir e s, however, 
as in the recent anti-CIA/NSA demon
stration at Berkeley where the RSB, 
who numbered five, was left jeering 
on the sidelines as the SYL-initiated 
united-front demonstration of over 250 
people marched to the recruitment 
offices to picket the government's paid 
assassins. 

Tangled in the "mass line" 

The RCP/RSB's theory ofthe "mass 
line" is a barely disguised dictate for 
tailism. The cadre of the RU have 
sported many different organizational 
deSignations, but running through the 
"transformations" of the RSB, the 
Attica Brigades and the RU is the 
never varying insistence on organizing 
around the current consciousness of 
the "masses." 

In the 1969 SDS split, their oppor
tunism led the Maoists who were later 
to form the RU and OL to counterpose 
to Progressive Labor Party's (PL) 
crude pro-working-class line an uncri
tical enthUSing over black nationalism 
and "Third World" struggles. The Mao
ists were afforded a certain popularity 
in the late 1960's and early 1970's, 
because of their identification with 
China and their strict adherence to the 
policy of the "mass line": they we re 

'adept at the art of "knowing their 
place" and refrained from criticizing 
the groups with which they wanted to 
"unite. " 

When the RU's appetites for a con
stituency shifted from the New Left 
milieu to the factories, its line shifted 
accordingly and the RU became the 
champion of backward attitudes among 
the working class, particularly against 
women and homosexuals. Over the last 

continued on page 10 
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